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Just imagine: It's a lazy summer
day. The sun is shining, it's 80
degrees and there's not a cloud indie
sky.
That afternoon class? It's canceled.
In fact, it won't be meeting all
semester. It got canceled before the
semester even started — due to low
enrollment.
That's the problem facing academic departments and students about
summer classes. It's especially troubling for those students close to
graduation — the students counting
on that summer class so they can
receive their diploma.
But, according to the Office of
Continuing Education, everything is
under control and there is no reason
for students to panic.
"We definitely consider the needs
of the students already registered for
those classes, especially those who
are graduating." said Judy Donald,
director of Registration and Scheduling for Continuing Education.
"We try to serve students the best we
can and work with them to accommodate their needs "
Sophomore special education
major Ryanne Jaworski is registered
for a communication disorders class
this summer, and said that she would
be upset if her class was canceled.

"I guess I could take it in the fall,
but I don't really want to," she said.
"In the fall, it's at 8:30 a.m. I know
I'd never make it."
Donald said that each college is
responsible for determining if a
class is going to be eliminated. Each
class is dealt with on an individual
basis.
"We look at several factors
before a class is canceled," Donald
said. "First, the needs of the students involved are examined. Then,
we look at the expenses associated
with keeping the class. Lastly, we
check the history of the course to see
the last time it was offered."
The Office of Continuing Education tries to contact students who are
registered for those canceled classes
as soon as possible.
According to Donald, the best
thing for students to do is register as
soon as possible.
"We need the student count so we
know the status of the class," she
said. "Registering early helps us to
know if the class is questionable."
Three different summer sessions
are available to students. The first
six-week session begins May 22, an
eight-week session starts June 19
and the second six-week session
begins July 3.
"Students can register until the
Friday before classes begin for each
session." Donald said. "But, fees
must also be paid at the time you
register."

Columbine anniversary
brings pain and hope
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LITTLETON. Colo. —The carpenter who last year erected wooden
crosses for the 15 victims of the
Columbine High School massacre
returned to Colorado to restore the
memorial as mourners prepared to
mark Thursday's anniversary of the
tragedy.
Greg Zanis wanted "to honor the
families of the victims," his wife,
Susan, said in an interview from
their Aurora. III., home.
His truck carried 13 crosses this
time, in deference to one victim's
parents who had torn down the two
crosses representing the two student
gunmen. Both boys committed suicide after the rampage.
The April 20. 1999 massacre was
the worst school shooting in U.S.
history, and it affected thousands of
people worldwide who watched on
television as police circled the building and terrified students fled the
school, including one seen dropping
from a library window.
At nearby Clement Park, where
the crosses were erected after the
slayings, workers unloaded orangeand-white barricades Wednesday in
anticipation of thousands of mourners at a public memorial service and
a candlelight vigil planned Thursday.
Elsewhere, victims' families
organized memorial services to
mark the day. and officials prepared
for a statewide moment of silence.
The school itself remains off-limits to the public.
Davadas Moses, a doctor from
Loma Linda, Calif., in Denver on
business, tried to reach it Wednesday
but was turned back by security.
"I just wanted to get a sense of it
in my own mind," Moses said as he
walked through Clement Park.
Many survivors, still coping with
their grief, planned to stay away
from the services and the Littleton
area Thursday.
Columbine's attendance has
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dropped this week, with 263 of
1.885 students absent Tuesday, said
school district spokeswoman Marilyn Saltzman. Attendance was "way
down" Wednesday but figures were
not available by midafternoon.
"Most of the people I've talked to
are trying to get as far away from
this place as possible — the ones
who were actually there," said
Karen Nielsen, who was working in
the cafeteria when the first shots
rang out.
Kim Blair, a Columbine senior
who saw her friend Anne Marie
Hochhalter wounded, planned to
spend the anniversary with her family in a hotel.
"Everybody I know is going up to
the mountains or trying to get away
for the day at least," Blair said. "For
some, it's an emotional thing. Last
year was so horrifying that they just
can't be anywhere near that place at
that time."
Still, officials expected a good
number of students at the private
assembly. Classes are canceled for
the day. and attendance is not
mandatory. Teddy bears sent in the
wake of the shootings were to be set
out for students to take if they want.
Gov. Bill Owens planned to lead
a public service at the Capitol in
downtown Denver, including a
statewide moment of silence at
11:21 a.m. MDT. the time the attack
began.
Darrell Scott, whose daughter
Rachel was killed, is to lead a service at a nearby church that is
expected to draw about 2.000 people, including victims' families.
Other services were planned at nearby churches and the gravesides of
some victims.
Nate Woolen, a freshman skateboarding during a break Wednesday,
said there was little talk about the
anniversary among Columbine students.
"They care, I know that." said his
friend Brad Boolsma. a sophomore.
"I guess they're just trying to go on
with their lives. I know I am "
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Students celebrate 4/20
Mil\ME
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False drills rise to alarming level
IRENE SHARON SCOTT
CHIEF REPORTER

At 2 a.m. a freshman resident is
peacefully sleeping in his warm bed
when a fire alarm sends him scrambling down the stairs into the cool
night air — only to find that there is
no fire.
'The fire alarms are a hassle,
said Jeff Amspoker, a geography
major, recalling a fire alarm in
Chapman recently. "You never know
when the fire alarms are real or just
one of many pranks. It is sometime
frightening to think, "What if there is
a leal lire'.'"'
Amspoker said that he'd experienced more than five fire alarms in
one week in his residence hall during the beginning of April. Two of
them happened in the same night.
According to Toby Hayes, electronic technician in the department
of facilities services, there are more
fire alarms during spring. Among
the ways alarms can be activated
include manually pulling them at the

pull station, cooking on a grill near
an open window
or dust and dirt
flying in through
an open window.
"Smoke detectors are doing
what they are suppose to do," he
said.
He said 90 percent of fire alarms
on campus are
caused by students.
"There is no
such thing as false
alarms," he said. "A false alarm is
when nothing is going on and the
alarm goes off. This is rare."
Hayes didn't want to go into
specifics about how to trigger
alarms, but one-third of the alarms
sound because of microwave misuse
when making popcorn.
"People don't understand that if
they burn something, it will set off

the alarms." he
said. "Microwave
popcorn is a big
problem. I recommend that people
don't
leave
microwaves unattended."
Two-thirds of
the alarms are
caused by other
things and someone pulling the
pull
station.
Buildings and residents halls either
have a pull station
without the plastic cover or with the plastic cover. In
order to activate the pull station with
the cover, there are three steps.
Step one: lift the cover and then
there is a squeal. Step two: break the
glass w ith a hammer. Step three: pull
the handle.
Hayes said that because there are
three steps before an alarm is activated, fellow residents should be

able to determine who pulled the
alarm.
"When you firsl lift the cover it
squeals." he said.
Hayes suggested lhal students
should report hearing or seeing anything.
"I think students feel intimidated." he said. "I don't know what
thev are afraid of, though."
In one residence hall, the pull station have been pulled three lime in •
the same location. Hayes suggested
that resident advisers and night
guards should pay close attention to
that area.
According to Hayes, the residence hall with the most alarms this
year is Harshman Chapman/Dunbar
Last year it was Offenhauer Towers
and the year before that it was
Founders with the leading number
of fire alarms.
When individual residence halls
were contacted for comments, the
Staff members were instructed not to
• See FIRE, page 6.
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Speaker addresses widespread piublems
JEN PALICKA
STAFF WRITER

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
SALE — Earth Day t-shirts went on sale yesterday at the
Earth Week 2000 festival. Angie Mulligan purchased one of
the shirts, designed by EAG, made out of organic cotton. The
shirts will again be available at the Earth Day concert, Thursday at 5:00 p.m. on the steps of the Student Services Bldg.

Thomas McNamee was a guest
speaker for Earth Day yesterday,
sponsored by the Environmental
Action Group, where he talked
about environmental issues that face
the earth today.
McNamee wrote the book 'The
Return of the Wolf to Yellowstone"
which was read by an Environmental Center Program class. The class,
along with Megan McCarthy, EAG
member, and other EAG members,
helped put together this event in collaboration with Earth Day.
McNamee's speech talked about
human nature and how humans have
overtaken the planet.

"Humankind and all our 'stuff
like cars. Home Depots, cappuccino's, etc. have made us spread
across the sunburned planet like
cancer"
McNamee talked about very serious topics, but he also gave a light
tone to it. As he talked about how
humans make more and more for
themselves until they exhaust the
natural resources, he added a little
joke.
"We live with the guilty hope that
a plague will wipe out 95** of the
population but spare us. the ones
that actually care."
McNamee vaguely touched upon
the topic of his book, 'The Return of
the Wolf to Yellowstone." as he
talked about the wolf survival in

Italy.
"The wolves in Italy survived by
the skins of their teeth. It had nothing to do with the kindness of the
people."
As McNamee closes his speech,
he goes back to Yellowstone National Park. He clearly points out how
the Yellowstone Ecosystem will survive as more and more people start
seeing how much better the world
would be with less people in it.
"Every habitat that survives
human
over-population
might
endure for eons; for whatever we
save of nature now. we may
unknowingly save for a better
future."
• See SPEAKER, page 6.

■ Falcon's baseball
wins 11 of last 12 games
with an 11-8 victory over
Flndlay Oilers.
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Court says Israel cannot break the law

ie World
In Brief

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

JERUSALEM — Israel used to
argue that as a country under siege,
it could not always play by the rules.
'But the Supreme Court set a new
standard Wednesday, freeing 13
Lebanese detainees who were held
without trial.
The decision came despite the
tearful pleas of the mother of an
Israeli MIA who hoped the detainees
might be traded for her son. After a
decision last fall to outlaw torture,
the order was another milestone in
the court's search for a new balance
between security concerns and the
rule of law.
Chief Justice Aharon Barak himself is perhaps the best example of
the change. In 1997. Barak ruled
that Israel has the right lo keep holding the Lebanese, seized by Israeli
commandos over the past 14 years
as bargaining chips in future negotiations on the release of missing
Israeli navigator Ron Arad.
However, after agreeing to have a
larger panel of nine judges rehear
the case, Barak changed his mind
last week, reportedly after much
agonizing.
'The blow to liberty and dignity
is so deep and genuine that it cannot
be countenanced in a state which
honors freedom and dignity." Barak
wrote in ordering the detainees
released.
As a bus carrying the freed
detainees rolled through an army
Gunman opens fire during
checkpoint in southern Lebanon, it
community meeting
PEORIA. Ariz. (AP) — A man was showered with rice, rosewater
Associated Press Photo
armed with a rifle and handguns i and flower petals in a traditional
walked into a meeting at a retire- Arab welcome.
PROTEST — Relatives of Labanese prisoners in Israel carry portraits, slogans and Hezbollah guerilla flags while they wait for their
The freed men were greeted by a
ment community recreation ccnur
and opened fire Wednesday, killing crowd of some 2.000 relatives and loved ones to arrive at Kfar Tibnit crossing near the southern market town of Nabatiyeh.
In the conflict with the Palestini- aclivity.
one woman and injuring four other supporters who covered them with into my eyes. What would you do if
ihe Shin Bel. and that new ways
your son or grandson was in this sit- ans, house demolitions and detenpeople. The unidentified gunman hugs and kisses.
"The security threat, which has have lo be found lo exlracl informations without trial were seen as always been used as a cover for any- tion.
was arrested at the scene, police
"It's as if I was born again." uation?"
said.
Barak listened respectfully, but acceptable practices, upheld again thing not according lo Ihe rule of
Youssef Sourour, 31, one of those
The prime minister was equally
The shooting occurred about 2 freed, told Ihe Associated Press. upheld the release order. He said he and again by the Supreme Court. In law. was put in its proper place." critical of the high court's decision
p.m. while the victims were attend- Sourour said he was 17 when he was fell Mrs. Arad's pain and assured her 1993, the justices backed the depor- said human rights lawyer Andre to free the Lebanese detainees. In an
ing a meeting of the Vcntana Lakes captured, and was ready to join the Ihe government would do every- tation of 415 suspecled Islamic mil- Rosenthal. 'The judges decided that interview published Wednesday in
community association. Sgt. Shawn guerrillas lo fight Israel again.
thing in its power lo bring her son itants from the West Bank and Gaza Ihe rule of law was more important." the Yediot Ahronot daily. Barak said
Gormley said there was no known
On Wednesday. Barak's resolve home, but only within ihe frame- Strip lo Lebanon, accepting the govBut change has been incremental, the judges have no business secondernment's security arguments and Rosenthal said. While the Shin Bel guessing security professionals.
motive.
to free the men was tested by a last- work of the law.
ignoring
worldwide
criticism.
Authorities described the suspect minute plea by Arad's mother,
In the past, Mrs. Arad's argument
no longer tortures his clients, he said
However, even the high court
only as 55-year-old man who pulled Batya.
The watershed came in Septem- it keeps ihem incommunicado for seems in no hurry lo free Israel's
probably would have carried the
up lo the building in a rental moving
ber.
day.
One
of
the
tenets
of
the
Israeli
longer periods in hopes of getting a remaining trump cards — Mustafa
Standing before Barak and two
truck.
The high court ruled that the Shin confession.
Dirani and Sheik Abdel Karim
other judges, her voice wavering, army was never lo abandon soldiers
Fran Dorsch. a 67-year-old resi- Mrs. Arad said her son, who was in the field, and no price was con- Bet security service can no longer
Many in Israel, including Prime Obeid, leading figures in Ihe Amal
denl ol •Vent.m.i Lakes, said she was shot down over Lebanon in 1986, sidered loo high to bring them home. torture Palestinian detainees who, Minister Ehud Barak, an ex-com- and Hezbollah guerrilla groups that
at the pool behind ihe club with her has already been held for 4,969 In 1985, Israel traded hundreds of according lo human rights groups, mando and army chief, feel ihe have foughl Israeli forces in
grandchildren when people came days. "Look into my eyes," she said, suspecled Palestinian militants for had been systematically mistreated courts have gone too far, complain- Lebanon. Obeid was seized by Israel
out of Ihe building screaming.
to extract confessions of anti-Israeli ing1 thai the torture ruling hampers in 1989 and Dirani in 1994.
staring at the judges. "Look straight three Israeli POWs.
IRA blames British for
Belfast troubles
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(AP) — The IRA offered no hint in
its annual Easier stalemenl on
Wednesday lhat il would ever disarm, and instead blamed Britain for
upsetting Northern Ireland's 2-yearold peace accord.
The outlawed Irish Republican
Army did not mention disarmament,
the issue that has brought political
progress in this British-ruled territory to a standstill.
The statement was being scrutinized by the British and Irish governments for signs of new thinking
by the IRA.
British Prime Minister Tony Blair
and his Irish counterpart. Bertie
Ahern. plan to meet Thursday in
London lo discuss a new initiative
for breaking ihe deadlock. Blair
spent much of Tuesday in Northern
Ireland trying to win new commitments from local parties, particularly the IRA-linked Sinn Fein.
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St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Welcomes BGSU Students
We invite you into the family of God

7:30 - 10:30 am

Easier Vigil

315 S. College Drive
419-353-9305

"Great place to make new friends "

8:00

St John's
Episcopal Church
All Are Welcome!

r

BOWLING GREEN COVENANT CHURCH

PASTOR GARY BAIR www.wcnet.org/-bgcc

Easter Service:
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

University Church

,_^_^

CD
\|/

Easter Sunday Masses:
10:00am & 11:30 am

Dayspring Assembly of God
17360 N Dixie Hwy • 3520672 • www.daysprlngasscmbly.org
Jusl North of the Woodland Mall
Free Transportation Available. Call Pastor Pete @ 352 0672

1165 HASKINS RD. 352-8483
SUNDAY SERVICES, 10:00 A.M.

• Bible Centered • Casual Atmosphere • Contemporarv Worship

Easter Sunday Services
Ttac«*w 7i30p»
D^iprinf Carpui Mlwnhlp
Early Service 8:.<0am
-i Chtftl BCHJ
Morning Worship 10:30am
'Jesus Is Alive" an Easter Musical Drama
April 16th l< Z0th.Z3rd (a 7:00

*T
DD

TRINITY
UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH

He Its jKiseira
Easter 2000
activities at

[Bowling Green Church of the Nazarene
1291 Conneaut Ave., Bowling Green 352-2289
www.bgnazarene.org

Easter Celebration
Sunday, April 23rd

Join us in Praising and Proclaiming
Christ at the Heart of
Bowling Green

11:30 am
at the BG Jr. High

Maundy Thursday - 7:00 p.m.
Easter Sunday:
Contemporary Worship - 8:00
Breakfast
Easter Service - 10:30 am

Featuring "I've Been Redeemed" a concert of worship & praise by the King's Kids Choir
Nursery will be available
10 am Brunch at Church
<

*~"Easter Egg Hunt"—'

Saturday, April 22tld 1-2 pm on Church grounds
For all children old enough to walk through those in grade 6
■Featuring a praise song by the King's Kids

\

Gf)
vA/

Fastor Jerry Fliger
1161 Napolean Rd. • 3533623

f*

Watch for Campus Outreach in August 2000

il

St. Thomas More

9:30 a.m. Sunday School - All Ages
10:30 a.m. Worship Service

3 Blocks South ot Campus
e-mail: stmarkbgOwcnet.org

1505E.Wooster
(across from Wendy's)
353-0881

MX—^B»
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Alliance Church of Bowling (jreen

Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.
Worship Services on Sunday
8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
Saturday Worship (Communion)
.-.5:00 p.m.
Breakfast

HM
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Please Bring Your Own Bosket
Rain date • Saturday, April 29th l-2pm

r?

200 N. Summit St., BG
Larry Swaisgood, Pastor
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BUT CAN ANYONE VOUCH FOR
HER CHARACTER?
Alice Tirado, whose son who was about to
be sentenced for two gang-related murders,
came to court in Fayetteville, N.C., to testify as
a character witness on his behalf.
But' she never got to vouch for the lad's
moral integrity because she was so drunk that
she was stopped by police as she was about to
enter ihe courtroom, and obligingly admitted
that she had been drinking until 4 a.m. She was
thrown in jail.
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LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
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GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
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AccuWeather* (precast tor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

TINY BOO DOESN'T LOOK WEU
Frantic because her pet Vietnamese potbellied pig, named Tiny Boo, was missing, Sadie
Emerson drove all around her Deming, N.M.,
neighborhood looking for it.
She finally found Tiny Boo at an outdoor
barbecue — being served as the main course.
An angry confrontation ensued.
The host of the event said he had shot the
50-pound pig when it attacked him. He faces
animal cruelty charges.
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© 2000 AccuWeather, Inc.
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Read a second Looking Glass column on the
Internet at Htvw.plngrceslookingglass.com
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Shirley Turner thought her victory was
assured in the election for a seat on the Board
of Education of Kingfisher County, Okia..
because, after all, her opponent was dead.
But the voters, perhaps not thinking that a
candidate's death should disqualify him, chose
the late Rodney Hobbs. who died in February
of an aneurysm, over Turner, 104-63.
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Truth behind the 'F word
Being a Telecommunications
major with an advisor who is the
head of the Women"s Studies
Department (and an assistant
telecommunications professor); I
have had quite a few conversations
about Feminism.
Why, I as a woman, do not lake
more Women's Studies courses, as
well as whether I consider myself a
feminist or not.
Although I do believe in the
equal treatment of men and women 1
do not consider myself to be a feminist. I've been told that in technical
terms my beliefs in equal treatment
"When you go to a
for women I am a feminist.
The main reason I don't consider club in the winter,
myself a feminist is because women
are stupid. (Oh wait I've been asked how many girls do
to say it in a more politically correct you see that look like
way) In other words too many
women buy into the media image they could walk
and portrayal of "the perfect home without getting
women."
Hey ladies. FYI the image of frost bite?"
women on television (the skinny out on the curb with her dress up and
blond with the perfect breasts) rep- her crotch being shown to the world.
resents less than one-fourth of the Belter yet flipping through the chanwomen in this world. That means nels at this lime every year and seemore than 75 percent of the female ing women degraded on MTV
population does not look like that. spring break over and over again.
So why is it so important to try so
Women getting treated like a
hard to fit that image or design?
piece of meat in front of the entire
I am embarrassed as a woman to nation and smiling about it. (Oh wait
go to a concert and see a female — everyone else calls that a beauty
pulling up her shirt to show off her pageant.) When you go to a club in
breasts. (I'm proud of my breasts the winter, how many girls do you
loo. but come on — there is a line see lhat look like they could walk
here.) Or maybe seeing the pictures home without getting frost bite? (To
on the Internet of a woman passed

make it easier, count the girls that
are dressed appropriately for the
weather.)
How about wet T-shirt contests or
the large number of women who
signed up to be on the show "Who
Wants to Marry a Millionaire." Most
recently more then ten thousand
women visited marrytom.com and
signed up to be picked lo be Tom
Arnaod's fourth wife. (Oh yeah
that's my aspiration) Just writing
this I'm sitting here shaking my
head in disgust. I see the women
committing these acts as shallow,
dumb, and having no moral standards.
I think a lot of other people in our
society look at them in this way as
well. Which is. subconsciously, the
reason why women are treated so
poorly in general.
I also don't think that these
women deserve equal treatment.
They could be treated the way they
act and portray themselves.
Every step forward that feminists
struggle lo make, these females that
have let the media brainwash them
into believing their stereotype image
of a "real women" push feminists
three steps back.
Every day I struggle as a woman
to gain respect of the males I work
with in a male dominated media
society because of the ignorant acts
of these few females.
Unfortunately the positive moves
forward by women aren't published
in the newspaper or on the Internet
and circulated among friends

By the way. the library books lhal
were in my bag? Would you mind
returning those? I think they are
overdue.

ashamed that you wel your pants
Now don't get me wrong, there are
people who use the University
charge, render the server with much
respect, and tip terrific! Thank you
from every server in BG!
As for the rest of you. I don't care
if you are from the music department, biology department, or chemistry department! You are nol special just because you have a University charge. Siart treating people
with a little respect and tip appropriately. I have already been to the
treasurer's office and voiced my
concern on this matter, maybe once
this is published, (here will be a serious investigation to these matters!

Student-teacher needs
stolen portfolio back
Last night my life was stolen. I
am an off-campus student, and I
carry my books, portfolios, disks,
papers, and research in one bookbag. While purchasing a sandwich
in Chily's. someone stole my bag
from the tables near the south doors
to the Commons.
I am a senior education major,
and I must show my student-teaching portfolio to graduate.
Additionally, all of my materials,
research, and papers in progress
were in that bag.
This letter is much more than a
desperate plea for help During my
four years at Bowling Green. I have
had many positive experiences: participating in collegiate athletics,
building life-long friendships, and
growing intellectually. However, as
I now have to complete a semester's
worth of work in two weeks. I have
no doubt lhal these pleasant experiences will be outweighed by one
person's actions.
The validity of Bowling Green's
core values is questionable, and perhaps this theft, combined with the
other incidents thai have occurred
on campus recently will open Dr.
Ribeau's eyes. After all. aren't we
supposed to be civil?
Clearly, simply slating that
"civility" is a core value does not
make it one. Valuing civility should
not mean that our classroom interactions arc less demanding, controversial, or intense, but I hope lhat it
would encompass not stealing book
bags
Ironically, my book-bag had only
two small textbooks in it, so the person who look it probably was very
disappointed. If anyone has any
information regarding the theft,
please contact me. I want only the
work contents of my bag. While I
am disappointed that a fellow student would steal my book-bag. my
focus now is on redoing the semester's worth of work that was lost.
My phone number is 353-5190.
but you'll probably just have to
leave a message.
I'll be at the library.

Kate Kolesnik
kagnelk@bgnet.bgsu.edu
353-5190

Faculty abuses
University charge

Fellow students. I. like many of
you, have serious questions about
some of the ihe rules and regulations
in the Institution. But who doesn't?
Life is not fair! But I have something thai I think All of us at BG
needs to hear about. And that is the
Bryan Starosto
use of University charges in local
slarosl@bgnet. bgsu. edu
establishments by faculty and staff
of this University.
Student advising
For those of you unaware, let me
not problem,
break it down for you. I am not sure
exactly how it works, but here is the
student attendance is
gist.
Faculty and staff members come
I took offense to the comments
into local restaurants, some times made by Melissa Willoughby in
two or three times a week, run up Greta Hale's column. "Students say
$100-$200 meals, sometimes put University advisers inadequate."
alcohol on Ihem. and then have
Ms. Melissa Willoughby and I
YOUR tuition money pay for it! were registered for the same 9:30
And a lot of ihe limes, leave less a.m. geology class for fall semester,
than 15 percent tip for a meal that I but I do not believe we "took" the
paid for.
same class. This was a class taughi
I heard of one case where some by an outstanding Professor at the
chauncy prof ran up a $30 bill by University who was never "boring."
himse'f. which included a glass of Does she find il "boring" to leam
wine.
from a professor who is excited
This dude was so cheap that he about the subject being taught? I
wanted to put an extra big tip on the find it difficult to believe that she
University charge so the waitress suffered "pure hell" because she
could use il to pay for his wine!
rarely attended class.
CHEAP ASS! Open your wallet!
What. Ms. Willoughby. are you
What kind of soulless, heartless, doing on a college campus if not to
inconsiderate, self-indulgent asshole seek knowledge? Your adviser was
goes lo eal somewhere thai is pre- correct in advising you to lake Ihe
dominately run by sludents. uses class, if not for your "requirements"
their money lo pay for their meal then to learn about the world around
and tip. AND THEN STIFFS THEM you. I am not a geology major, yet I
WITH THEIR OWN MONEY! A found the class beneficial and fascilot of the times, they put any alcohol nating. Ms. Willoughby. you had a
consumed on a separate check, and wonderful opportunity to learn from
don'l bother tipping on Ihe alcohol. a knowledgeable and gifted teacher.
God forbid you have lo open your
You blew it.
pathetic wallets when you have me
lo pay for il, huh?
Kathy Pereira de Almeida
You know who you arc out there.
kalmeida@askanywhere.com
I hope you read this and are so

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
tran@bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor".
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through e-mail, but they should be.
I've had discussion., with other
females who get frustrated when
they are treated poorly simply
because of their gender. I always
make reference to the most recent
dumb thing that a women has done
in the papers and ask them why they
wonder that women are treated
poorly. Few are ruining things for
the rest.
I know that everyone lives for
their 15 minutes of fame and many
people are in search of fame and try
to achieve it anyway they can. To me
it would feel much more rewarding
to receive my 15 minutes of fame for
participating in the Olympics, saving a life or anything more meaningful that having a pretty smile the
right sized breasts or the tightest
butt.
Do people really feel that poorly
inside that this is the only way that
they can have fulfillment in their
lives? I think that every human life
is worth more than that.
Until women are given the
esteem to know that it's not a large
perky set of breasts, a thin stomach
or tight butt that makes them the perfect women, females will never
move forward and get treated any
differently.
But I guess you can't make people respect themselves.
Laura Salasek is a BG News
columnist. She can be contacted via
email at salasek@hotmail.com

on the street
Question: Whafs your favoritee thing,
thing abo
about Ihe city_
Bowling Green?

Steph Miller
Senior
Environmental Science
"How it's so empty in
Marie Brewer
the summer and
J
JunioAople are much
Environmental'
friendlier." .
Studie*
"I totally agree
with Steph, dude."

I).l Owchar
Junior jt
IPC {
"Summertime
when the girls
start wearing
lea*." ;

Chris Lawrence
Sophomore
Finance
Thefact th:it I'm
leaving in two
^Beeks."

Rick Mauer
Freshman
Bio-Chemistry
*I like the

Filling in 'hole in your soul'
Do you ever gel the feeling you
should be doing something, but you
don'l know what? Do you ever get
ihe feeling lhal you need something,
but you just can'l figure out what
thai is?
Sure you do.
We are all searching, in our own
way. for the answers in life. We are
all searching for satisfaction. We are
all searching for a meaning, the
meaning of life.
A few months ago. a multi-millionaire in one of the Carolina's was
offering over a million dollars to
anyone who could tell him the
meaning of life. Here is a man who
had everything he wanted, however,
he was still searching for something
that his money could not buy.
You see, we are all bom with a
"hole in our soul." We try to fill this
"hole in our soul" with anything that
(we think) will satisfy it.
We play sports, lift weights, drive
fancy cars, sleep with numerous
people, earn more money, use drugs,
drink alcohol, smoke cigarettes,
chew tobacco, gel educated, marry
more that once, get in fights, have
plastic surgery, build bigger houses,
view pornography, and many olher
things that I don't have room to list.
But after we have, or have tried,
all of these things, we are still not
happy. We are still not completely
satisfied. We are still searching for
something that comes from within,
but we don't know what. True satisfaction is never found.
Trent Reznor. the lead singer of
Ihe very successful "Nine Inch
Nails," was quoted in "Musician
Magazine" saying: "I'm aware thai
I'm fortunate to live in this house, to
do what I've always wanted to do.
and be one of the few who goi a
record deal. But by the same token.
I'm not more happy or content with
my life than I was 10 years ago. I've
got everything I wanted in life,
except I really don't have a life now.
I don't have any real friends or relationships thai mean anything to me."

Eddie Murphy is another person
who has made millions, has done
everything he wanted to do. and has
bought everything that he ever wanted lo buy. He has been quoted saying: "I feel a void inside. There's
something missing. I don't think thai
there's anyone who feels like there
isn't something missing in their life.
No matter how much you accomplish, how much you make, how
many cars you have, or how many
people you made happy, life isn't
perfect for everybody."
Dennis Rodman is also a person
that people love to talk about. He's
played basketball with Michael Jordan, dated Madonna, married Carmen Electra. been in ions of magazines, been on MTV. written a book,
been in movies, and has done things
thai many of us can only dream
about.
In an interview with MTV a
while ago. Rodman was asked how
his life was going, al that time. He
answered. "It's alright. I'm still
climbing. I want to try everything,
and do everything."
Then the interviewer asked him
what was missing in his life; "Fulfillment." he- said. "I still haven't
found fulfillment, yet."
Finally, one of the world's most
famous women is definitely Cher.
She has made millions from her
albums, posters, movies, and publicity. She has everything thai most of
us dream of.
In a recent interview, Cher said
the following: "I hate my 50s. I've

never felt older until I hit 50. When
you turn this age, possibilities have
become probabilities. You've been
there, bought the T-shirt, got the
poster, and been the poster. You have
to find new creative ways to stay
vital and interested and have new
dreams."
You see. all of these people have
.everything they've ever wanted.
They have fame, fortune, goodlooking-women/men. nice cars, and
gigantic houses.
They've done everything, and
have tried everything that Ihey
always wanted to try.
But they still aren't satisfied.
These "famous people" are just
like us. We are all searching for that
certain thing that will fill that "hole
in our soul." The only difference
between us and them (the famous
people) is that they were able to
afford and do a lot of things that we
only wish we could do.
No matter who you are. you will
always be searching for lhal certain
thing that will make you satisfied.
You will always be searching for
that special thing that will fill the
"hole in your soul."
But the only thing that can truly
fill lhat "hole in Ihe soul" is God.
Since Easier is almost here, I was
wondering how many people actually know why Easter is celebrated.
Bunnies, eggs, candy, and Easier
baskets have covered up the true
meaning of Easier.
You see. Christians celebrate
Easter because that was the day
Jesus Christ rose from Ihe dead. So.
maybe this Easter you will understand a little bit better why Easter is
really supposed to be celebrated.
Once a person discovers the true
meaning of Easter, that person will
also discover the true meaning of
life. That "hole in your soul" will
vanish.
Todd Niley is a BG News columnist. He can be contacted via e-mail
at nileyt@bgnel.bgsu.edu
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DNA evidence could clear slaying suspect
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SPOKANE. Wash. — Authorities
say a Nalional Guardsman charged
with murder in the death of a 16year-old prostitute is a suspect in as
many as 17 other slayings in Washington state.
DNA testing was underway
Wednesday comparing blood samples taken from Robert L. Yates Jr.
of Spokane and evidence from the
various crime seem*.
Detectives have linked the murders of at least 10 prostitutes in
Spokane and Tacoma in 1997 and
1998 to a single killer and say eight
other slain women are possible Victims
Spokane County Sheriff Mark
Stcrk said Wednesday that Yates —
a father of five arrested early Tues-

day as he drove to work — was a
suspect in all of them, though he was
only charged in one.
"We feel like we"vc arrested the
person responsible for up to 18
homicides in our community." Sterk
told reporters about an hour after
Yates, 47, was charged with firstdegree murder in the death of Jennifer Joseph.
Joseph's badly decomposed body
was found Aug. 26. 1997. in a field
northwest of Spokane. She was
among the eight women considered
possible victims of the same killer.
Yates was ordered held on $1.5
million cash bond during an appearance in a Spokane County Jail courtroom Wednesday. Yates said little
during his court appearance, other
than to request a public defender.
"No. I don't have anything Id M)

at this time, thank you." Yates said
Joseph, of Spanaway near Tacoma. was last seen getting into a
white Corvette driven by a white
male in his 30s or 40s. court dex'uments indicate.
Preliminary results of a DNA
analysis of blood smears found in a
1977 Corvette Yates formerly owned
matched Joseph's blood. Sterk said.
The affidavit of probable cause said
blood, hair, items of clothing and
other evidence that could have come
from Joseph were found inside the
Corvette.
Detectives spent Wednesday
searching for clues behind a fence of
blue tarpaulins surrounding Yates'
two-Story home in a comfortable
middle-class neighorhood.
Yates. a National Guard helicopter pilot, works at a Kaiser Alu-

3 Bedroom Units Available
Call John Newlove
Real Estate
*

minum Corp. smelter and has lived
in the house with his wife and five
children since March 1997.
A sample of Yates' blood WU
obtained with a search warrant.
Spokane County sheriff's Cpl. Dave
Reagan said.
"We're focusing on the one
homicide at this point because that's
what the evidence suggests." Reagan said. "If we find evidence that
supports his involvement in other
case, then that's a bonus."
More DNA test results were
expected Thursday.
Police seized seven vehicles,
including the Corvette and two VMM
formerly owned by Yates Evidence
found in the Corvette, which was
seized last week, "heightened our
interest" in Yates. Reagan said.

Associated Press Photo
SLAYING — Washington State Patrol Detectives Richard Wiley,
left, of Spokane, and John Wright of Tacoma, take measurements for a 3-demensional computer presentation of the neighborhood where Robert L. Yates resides.

YES, THERE IS
SUCH A THING AS
A FREE LUNCH!
No Cover before 5pm and a Free Lunch Buffet

The HOTTEST Thing About April|
is the Showers!

354-2260

SHOWER SHOWS

319 E. Wooster St., across from Taco Bell

Wet-N-Wild all Weekend!

712 FOURTH. APT. #E - BRAND NEW three bedroom apartment.
Unfurnished unit with all appliances - stove, refndgcrator, dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer. Three person occupancy. $840.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $840.00. Available tor May occupancy on a one year lease.
629 ELM STREET NEWLY REDECORATED three bedroom, 1 bath
house with all appliances - stove, refrigerator, washer and dryer. Central air
conditioned. Garage. Three person occupancy. $825.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $825.00. Available for May occupancy on a one year lease.

MONDAYS- College ID Night
WEDNESDAYS- Amateur Night
FRI & SAT-Party til 4am
SATURDAYS- Couples Night

;FREEi
■ Restrictions may apply

21 & Over? Check out the VIP
Members Only Lounge!
18 S over lounge is still here. Call for more information.

135 S. Byrne Rd. Toledo 531-0079

Senior Week 2000
Schedule of Events
Monday. April 24 - Professional Development Day
Kick-off Carnival
• Near the Education building, (10 30 a m - 2 30 p.m.)
• Bunjee run, velcro wall, dunk tank, food
Sponsored by UPS. BGSEA, Kreisher Quad Government
Professional Development Panels
■ Panel #1 "Moneyand finances for the recent college graduate"(5-6 pin)
101 B Olscamp
• Panel #2 "Moving from college student to professionol"(6:15 - 7:15 p m)
101 B Olscamp
Sponsored by Career Services

Tuesday, April 25 - Community Service/Thank BGSU Day
Community Service Projects
Food, book and clothing drive sponsored by Omega Phi Alpha Drop-off s

l/f

will be located in all dorms and at the Off Campus Student Center
"Spring into summer" raffle, including a grill, tickets to Cedar Point and
other prizes (Education steps)
• Representative from Turning Point, a battered women's support group

iti*

(Education steps)
Thar* BSSU
• Table with thank you notes for students to stop by and write thonk you s to
* faculty and staff that have made a positive impact on their lives at B6SU
(Education steps)
Sponsored by BGSEA
^^Ty" •Winner of Senior Essay contest selected
Graduating Senior Appreciation Picnic For Student-Athletes
■ Stellar Field. 3 - 6 p m BGSU baseball vs Wright State
Sponsored by B6SU Athletics
Wednesday. April 26 - Senior Appreciation Day
Senior Discounts
• 10% off discount to seniors at BGSU dining halls and convenience stores

• Mutt show valid I.D to cashier
Sponsored by Dining Services
• Discount coupons for seniors at local businesses (SeeThe BG News on April 25th 4 26th)
Spaghetti Dinner for Greek seniors
• 5 30 - 7 p m„ at the Sig Ep house
Sponsored by IFC/Panhel/Greek Affairs
Thursday. April 27 - The Final Celebration, Beyond 66 2000. Anderson Arena. 8 - 10 p.m.
■ Seniors "only" prizes include trip for two to Walt Disney World, his and her Bulova watches ($1000
value), 25" television, VCR
• Undergraduate will win $3,000 tuition for fall semester
• Emcee Trisha Courtney. 92 5 KISS FM
• Free samples of pizza, breadsticks and subs - "On* last taste of BG Contest"
• Chester Copperpot performing live
• Announcement of Outstanding Senior Award and Beyond BG Scholarship
Premium sponsors include SBX. BG News, B6SU Alumni Association. BGSU Foundation. Inc. and Howord Jewelers
Questions?

Call 372-7702 or visit our web site at beyondbg.com

• WM
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SPEAKER

4/20
Continued from page 1.
am going locelebi
I like I
do every other day" Doller) said.
Noi all students think 4/20 i- ■
good day.
Joe Wilson, a senior English
major, think-- that 4/20 just gives pot
smokers a bad reputation.

"I think that 4/20 makes marijuana users IcHik bad." he said.
Wilson thinks that smoking weed
irresponsibly gives all the responsible users a had name.
"Students are going to party all
day and skip classes and just make
marijuana look bad when mosi peo
pic that smoke it do it responsibly."
he said

FIRE
Continued from page t.
give then opinions on the subject ol
tiii- alums
Some residents expressed frustra
lion at the frequenc) of fire alarms
"A lot ol them go off on the
weekend around 3 a in. because rli.it
is when the drunk people come in, "
said Vanessa Eads, a freshman criminal justice major in lialcheldcr Mall.
"In March and April we have the
most alarms."
I'am Bischoff, a junior hospitality
management majoi and a Rogers
resident, had siniilai thoughts.
"We had have more than three
alarms during the week of March
27." she said "I think it is Crappy,
because we have to gel out of bed
and most of them an- false alarms."
An anonymous resident said that
lack of respect is the main cause tor
fire alarms .
"The lack ot respect in Chapman

community is growing*** he said.
"There are too many fire alatms
being pulled at all hours of the night.
I his is unnecessary. Steps need to be
made to solve the problem."
Hayes suggested that the resihalls should have llooi monitors between the hours of midnight
Mid I a m. Most alarms happen
around 3 a.m. and 4 a.m.. when the
bars are closed.
monitors don't have to be
used year-round, only when thereare problems." he said. "This will
build community, give students a
sense of ownership and cut down on
vandalism about 95 percent."
Hayes said that one thing they
would be working on next year is
informing residents about why
alarms sound.
"It is very rare that a hall dinSCtOI
i a stall member does not know
whv M alarm was activated," he

Continued from page 1.

women's rights have higher birth

Some of the students who had
gone to the lecture went in with the
notion that McNamee was going to
base his lecture on his book. Some
students were disappointed in the
fact that he barely mentioned the
book but talked about women's
rights. McNamee mentioned numerous times how education in the
world would lead to fewer pregnancies and a decrease in the human
population.
"The significant increase in education in girls, no matter where in
the world, will lead to fewer pregnancies and children."
Statistics wctc read in the speech,
saying how countries with high illiteracy rates among women and fewer

"Women who work, are educated
and express their freedom have a
falling birth rate." said McNamee.
"I thought he was going to talk
about the wolves." said student
Misha Philipwagner.
"He talked about women with a
male point of view. I was not happy
about the lecture at all. I didn't
understand how women's rights
dealt with wolves in Yellowstone
National Park."
Other students were also disappointed, but there were some who
enjoyed the lecture.
"It gave me a sense on how
human nature can destroy an ecosystem just by birth rates and how it can
help it by birth control." said one
University student.

rates.

said

BECKLEY
CARDY
ft GROUP*

Lawsuits challange
sharpshooters' errors
THE ASV« IA1ED I'KIHS

GOLDEN. Colo. — A police
sharpshooter was refused permission to shoot Columbine High
School gunman Dylan Klebold
through a library window during the
rampage, a lawsuit alleged Wednes,l.i\ A sc.ind lawsuit alleged one
student was killed by poliee gunfire.
The lawsuits were among at least
nine that have been tiled against the
Jefferson County Sheriff's Department alleging deputies mishandled
the rescue and ignored advance
warnings <>I the attack.
Angela Sanders, the daughter of
slain teacher Dave Sanders, contended a sharpshooter on the roof of
a nearby house claimed he had a
clear shot of Klebold in the library
during the rampage.
He informed commanders but
WU denied permission Hi fire.
according to the law suit filed in U.S.
District Court.
In a second lawsuit, filed by five
families, lawyers tor the relatives of
Slain student Darnel Rohrbough
alleged he was killed by police, not
the gunmen, based upon reports
tuim a police » tlicci and teacher at
the scene, the position ol then son's
body and Mjector) Ol the fatal bullet.
They also alleged sheriff's
deputies tailed to rescue the students
in a timely manner and failed to
properly train deputies dispatchers
and 911 operators
"They knew the killers were
_ <pM
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Phi Mu!

Beckley Cardy Group has been in Mansfield, Ohio for 35 years. Each summer we
hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution center.
We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet lots of new
friends, multiple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages.
We still have positions available. So, if you are looking for the opportunity to earn
some real money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an
application. We are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further
information call us at 419-589-1496 or 800-305-0174, extension 1496.

SearchWits.com
The smartest way to search, save and share the Web!

Use your favorite
search engines!
No duplicate links!

Save

•0

Access your
saved searches
from ANYWHERE
and ANYTIME!

Results from
multiple engines
are collated
automatically!

Edit your results:

"I like the site a lot I think it is a
great idea. Especially for college
students because if we go to the
labs to use the computers it is very

"I really like this site! The layout is
great. Its very readable'. What I
really like is that, on a saved search,
when you click on one of the links

rare we get to use the same one
and it saves us a lot of writing
things down."
Craig

* annotate
* delete
* refine
♦flag

that it opens in a new browser
window so that you dont 'get lost' or

Share
the Results
Collaborate!
Group research
projects!
E-mail saved
search results
to friends or

colleagues!

"I often find myself starting a
search at work and finishing It at
home. It's good to know that I can
run down my search results
wherever I am, whenever I have

have to keep backing out to get to the
page with all the other links.''

time. Once I started using it. I
found myself turning back to it
time and again."

Karen

Michele

Sign up now - it's FREE!

h

Copyncjhi <!00li, V'linhvVits. Inc. All Rights I'.'sgrved

cpM
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Congratulations

Looking fop a Summer Job in Mansfield?

the Results

<r>M

to the Newly Initiated.Members of

Everything for School

Search
the Web

<pM

shooting defenseless students and
teachers, heard the screams ... and
heard the gunshots, but made no
effort to aid." the families' lawsuit
alleged.
The lawsuits were filed one day
before the anniversary of the April
20, 1999. attack in which Klebold
and Eric Harris killed 12 classmates
and a teacher and wounded about
two dozen before they committed
suicide.
State law sets a one-year statute
of limitations on such lawsuits.
Lawyers for the families claim
the sheriff's department could have
prevented the shootings if it had
investigated threats made by Harris
on an Internet site.
Jefferson County Attorney Frank
Hutfless. said: "We are confident
that the claims are without any legal
merit and we will defend them vigorously."
Sanders. 47. was shot twice as he
shepherded students out of the cafeteria and ordered others to hide
under tables as the shooting began.
Sanders ran upstairs and was
pulled into a science room, where he
remained for four hours. He died as
a SWAT team officer reached him.
Some officials have said Sanders'
wounds were so severe he would
have died even if he had been rescued earlier.
Officers knew Sanders' location
15 minutes after he was shot when a
large white message board stating "1
bleeding to death" was held up to the
window, the suit stated.

0
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LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
805 THURST1N -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year IwoPen >n Rate-$590.00
One Year- IWo Person Kate- $510.00
517 E. RI.FI) VI Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year- Two Person Rate- $475.00
One Yen IWoPtt ton K.ile-S4O5.O0
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath.
School Year- One Perdson Rate- 5350.00
On.- Year- One Person Rate- S320.O0
ZSJJllGJi -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall Dishwashers.
I urnished-School Year-Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished-One Year-Two Person Rate-$440.00
649 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall Dishwashers.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $550.00
Furnished One Year - Two Person Rate - $465.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00
50? ClOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year- Two Person Rale- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom. Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00 •
One Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanity in BR. School
Year- Two Person Rate- $560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535 00
One Year- $465.00
Ml EIGHTH -Iwo Bedroom. Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00
733.755.777MANVH.I.F- Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, one & a half Bath.
One School Year- $495.00
One Year- $425.00

HOUSES FOR RENT
FOUH BEDROOM HOUSE. JjmitS people. $990 p<"
utffies. Deposit $990,00. Available May 2C ;000 to May 12. 20
536 EJJEBBJ: -THREE BEDROOM HOIIS£. Um!t4 people. $7'
uifSlies. Deposit $700.00. Avatebte August 24,2000 toWS^^
150J£ii!AMUE- One bedroom upstairs unit Limit 2 ~
$400,00 par moc* phis all ufflfjos. Deposit'$430 00.
AvafaMeMay20,2000
|l"' I ■■ i
i ■ 7J4 ElplTrl -Duplex.' Unit A Only. Two 2 rwtrcom units L<M£people pjr;"
$600X0 per month plus utilities Dew. '-300.09
Available August 24,2000..

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience Wc Arc Loca'cd At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell

.
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Bombing families welcome
national memorial at bomb site

<

Uke n£>nder$raduat6 Q&tudent c^evernment

wants to congratulate our leaders for a great year of

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

OKLAHOMA CITY — Church
bells chimed on streets that once
rang with a bomb's blast. Children
saw their reflections in a calm pool
where there was once an ugly crater.
And
families found
serenity
Wednesday in a place that has
pained them for five years.
On the anniversary of the April
19, 1995. bombing of the Alfred P.
Murrah Federal Building. 168
sculpted chairs stood in silent tribute
to the 168 victims of the most deadly terrorist attack on American soil.
"To me it's like my funeral for
him, my time to say goodbye." said
20-year-old Sarah Uroxterman, who
lingered over the stone-and-bronze
chair inscribed with the name of her
late father, bombing victim Paul
Broxterman.
The chairs soon overflowed with
flowers as thousands came for the
first of two ceremonies to dedicate
the Oklahoma City National Memorial at the site of the federal building.
Later. President Clinton walked
with representatives of families, survivors and rescuers through the 168
chairs before the second dedication
ceremony. At one point he paused to
straighten flowers knocked over in
the strong Oklahoma wind.
He stopped before one chair with
Jeannine Gist, the mother of a victim, and placed a I and gently on her
shoulder.
Clinton dedicated the memorial
with the promise that "America will
never forget" the suffering inflicted
by the bombing.
"There are places in our national
landscape so scarred by freedom's
sacrifice that they shape forever the
soul of America," the president said.
"This place is such sacred ground."
The gate enscribed with 9:01, the
time just before the blast, glowed in
the evening sun as Clinton officially
opened the memorial by untying
symbolic colored ribbons: white for
innocence, purple for courage, yellow for hope and blue for statehood
Earlier in the day. bells tolled at
9:02 a.m.. the exact moment when
the fuel-and-fertilizer truck bomb
exploded and stripped the face from
the building, turning its nine floors
into a tomb of concrete and steel.
After the names of the victims
were read, family members, survivors and rescuers stepped through
one of two golden gates marking the
entrance to the memorial. There
were 149 big chairs for the adult victims and 19 little ones for the children who died.
"1 felt their presence there. I feel
their presence every day in the
office." said Renee Kiel, who
clutched roses as she walked among
the 33 chairs representing Housing
and Urban Development co-workers.
Children with thick sticks of
chalk scrawled messages on tiles
beneath artwork in the children's
area of the memorial. Some dipped
their fingers into the dark reflecting
pool that stretches along what once
was the bomb crater.

service and dedication to the students of

Bowling Green State University
Clint W. Gault-President
Christie Lee Chipps-Vice President
Kelly Madger-Speaker of the House
Nick Gresko-Treasurer
Lindsey Niewierski-Legislative Secretary
Courtney Budzick-Executive Secretary
Mark Verlin-Parlimentarian
Andy Tremsky-Chief of Staff

Associated Press Photo
CLINTON — President Clinton touches the water of the reflecting pool at the Oklahoma City National Memorial, at the site of
the 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
P.J. Allen, who was severely may blow up a building but we as a
injured but was one of the few chil- people will never forget."
Just blocks away, Terry Nichols
dren in the building's day-care center to survive, stood waving an sal isolated in an Oklahoma County
American flag. His hand still bears Jail cell awaiting an August preliminary hearing on 160 state counts of
scars and a tube helps him breathe.
"I thought it was lovely." said his first-degree murder in the attack.
Nichols and Timothy McVeigh were
grandmother. Delores Watson.
An honor guard representing the convicted in federal court. McVeigh,
rescuers who rushed into the build- who was sentenced to death, is in a
ing first and stayed for weeks to federal prison in Indiana.
Nichols had no way of watching
recover the dead hoisted a U.S. flag
over the site. Lifted by a stiff breeze, or hearing the memorial services,
said Sheriff John Whetsel. "It will be
the flag snapped to its full length.
Clinton, appearing with Attorney just another day in the life of a typiGeneral Janet Reno, called the cal inmate." he said.
Many family members left the
bombing an "attack on all America
memorial content that it met the statand eveiy American."
"We will never have all the ed mission to remember the dead,
survivors.
But
Jannie
answers for what happened here," and
the president said. "But as we con- Coverdale. who lost her two grandsons
in
the
day-care
center,
had a
tinue our journey toward understanding, these truths ring clear: different reaction.
"Those empty chairs, they are too
what was meant to divide us has
brought us together. What was sad." she said. "I don't have to go
meant to break us has made us downtown to be reminded my
grandsons are dead."
stronger."
Sarah Broxterman echoed the
Reno thanked the community for
"showing ^'nerica how to stand up thoughts of other family members
that the memorial offered comfort
to evil."
Rev. Robert Allen, a United and serenity. She placed flowers on
Methodist minister who coordinated the fence that long served as an
civilian chaplains during the rescue impromptu memorial at the site and
left saying she felt somewhat settled
effort, said: "This whole memorial
will serve as a reminder that hate by being there.

Attention All Students!
Turn in those Census forms!

»

Stand Up & Be Counted!
ZOUU

y

Jason Sobota

Jay Behr

Public ser\icc announcement from the U.S. Census Bureau

7
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Great Apartments Still Available for Fall 2000 At

GREENBRIAR!
.A;

Cabinet
Paul Sorvold
Chris Tillman
Dave Gunia
Jeff Sharp
Jerry Unkefer
Joel Freimark
Kristin Scott
Meghann Gault
KurtHildebrand

Columbia Court Apartments
$775 - $900 mo. • Close To Campus!

4

Mercer Manor Apartments
$775 - $850 mo. • AC, Fireplaces!

East Merry Apartments
$725 mo. • Newly Remodeled

Also a few spots still open at Field Manor Apartments and
Frazee Ave. Apartments. Both $625 to $675 a month. Close To Campus!

Apartments Also Available For Summer Rental!

Jonathan Bragg
Scott Brenamen
Dawn Doran
Julie Reinhart
Dennis Smith
Joe Stuart
Nick Froslear
Nikki Hooper
Brian Saxton
Katrina Wyss
Ikechukwa Oguejiofor
Terri Brewer
Laura Smith
Dalibor Hradek
Nick Sweeney
Mark Elek
Paul Jones-Pickett
Matt Lariccia
Advisors: Dr. Wanda Overland
William Arnold

thanks for all pour hard werkl
224 E. Wooster

i

I

W

GREENBRIAR, INC.

^
W
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Hurm Foi

Bats stay hot in Falcon win against Findlay 11-8
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Bermsin
BG make
good laugh

The dominant hitting of the BG
baseball team continued as the Falcons routed the Findlay Oilers 11-8
yesterday at Steller Field.
BG blasted out 16 hits in the win
and seemed to locate the right spots
where the defense was absent.
"With oui schedule I think the
guys are getting their reps and starting to get their timing down a little
bit." BG coach Danny Schmitz said.
"Hitting is contagious, and I think
right now we are swinging very
well, which is important to get
wins "
The win moves BG's record to
20-13 overall and 9 1 in the MidAmerican Conference. The Falcons
increase their winning streak to six
games and remain tied for first in the
MAC East with Kent State.
The Brown and Orange received
strong pitching performances from
freshman Deryck Griffith, junior
Tony Fontana and senior Joe
Cheney. Griffith started his first collegiate game and picked up the win
with one run given up in three
innings. Senior Mike Muzi however
struggled in the top of the ninth with
the Falcons up 11-4 and ended the
day giving up four runs in 1.2

innings of work.
"You just gotta relax out there
and keep your composure.'" Fontana
said of the situation. "It will happen
sometimes. Muzi got out of it the
one inning and they were able to get
back in. But it happens."
Muzi was replaced by junior
Chad Curlis. whose one pitch resulted in a pop up and a save, his second
of the season. In the previous inning,
Muzi struck out three, gave up one
walk and only allowed three hits,
two of them resulting from enors by
the Falcon defense. The Falcons
ended the game with four enors.
"We had a few enors and plays
that should have been made." junior
mliclder Scott Dukate said. "Everyone hit the ball well today though."
According to Schmitz, the Falcons played well through seven
innings but got tripped up a little bit
in the last two innings.
"We say if it is a nine-inning
game, you gotta play for nine
innings." Schmitz said. "We actually
let cm back in a game they really
had no business getting back into."
BG's offense kicked into high
gear in the third inning, with Findlay
up 1-0. when they compiled four
runs to take the lead 4-1. Senior
Kenny Burdinc picked up a walk
with the liases loaded to score freshman Kelly Hunt. Senior Brad Simon

and junior Shaun Rice scored on an
Oiler enor and junior Lee Monison
singled home Burdine.
The Brown and Orange added
five runs in the fifth, highlighted by
a Burdine solo home run and a freshman Corey Loomis three-run four
bagger. The Falcons picked up two
more runs the rest of the game, one
coming off of sophomore Tim
Newell's second home run of the
season.
"We played very well for seven
innings, but we lost our concentration without a doubt in the eighth
inning." he said. "We just didn't
make a couple of routine plays and
we didn't do too well in the ninth
inning."
Fontana and Cheney both pitched
scoreless innings, while junior Craig
Menke allowed two unearned runs.
Today, BG heads to Detroit for a
non-conference match-up, which is
set to begin at 3 p.m. This weekend,
the Falcons travel to Miami for a
Saturday twinbill. then return home
for a Sunday doubleheader. Both
will begin at 1 p.m.
"The MAC games will be a challenge for us and we need to put it all
together to get the wins." Schmitz
said.

My fellow sports writer and
colleague G. Michael Graham is
a rather interesting guy. Any of
you out there in BC who have
met him probably have come to
the same conclusion.
In the newsroom, it didn't
take much to get old G. going.
Just name an athlete at BG and a
few minutes later some ungodly
phrase would come out of his
mouth. It wasn't a limerick or
haiku, poem or rhyme; it was a
Berminism. If you ever hear
Chris Bermin of ESPN talk, occasionally you will here him call
oneout.
,
The structure of a Berminism
is taking the athlete's last name
and incorporating it into a pop
culture phrase. For example, one
of Bermin's coins is off former
Bengal Eric Bienemy. Instead of
just saying his name, Bermin
says Eric Sleeping with Bienemy," a play on words referring
to the movie Sleeping with the
Enemy.
Well, over four years G. has
accumulated
quite a
few
Berminisms for BG athletes.
Some of them even I don't
understand, some I admittedly
have even gotten a good laugh
from. Listed below are the comClete set of Berminisms that G.
as somehow processed in his
head. BG athletes, these are all in
good nature.
Football:
Godfrey "Skip to my" Lewis Ryan "Throwing tne Ball"
Diepenbrock Brent "My Favorite" Martin Chris "Farmer in the" Delia Vclla
Associated Press photo
Joe "The Big" O'Neill - Chad GOODBYE — Basketball legend Charles Barkley gave his final goodbye after a 16 year career in the
"Go" Long - Doug "Open the" NBA.
Dorley - Joe "Giving it my" Alls
- Eric "Cheese" Curl - Chad "Get
into" McCarthy - Kurt "Tigers
say" Gerling - Bob "Down on
Bended" Niemet
Hockey
Doug
"The Little Red"
Schueller - Tom "Above the"
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
thing. I owe everything in my life to
Barkley was the fifth player choLawson
basketball, everything," Barkley sen overall in the 1984 NBAdraft by
Tyler "The Black" Knight
HOUSTON — Charles Barkley said. "I'm 37 years old. I'm rich Philadelphia after a standout career
10/
Men's Basketball
my wildest dreams. I have at Auburn. Barkley's draft class
Keith "Cumulus" McCleod - said his final goodbye the way he beyond
wanted to. in uniform and on the great material things. I've been all included Michael Jordan, John
Anthony "Please" Stacey over the world and it's all because of Stockton and current teammate
Len "Made By" Matella - court for the Houston Rockets.
basketball."
Hakeem Olajuwon.
Brent "Jars of" Klassen After a dazzling 16-year career
Barkley considered playing TuesDave
"Wild,
Wild, with Philadelphia, Phoenix and
After playing six seasons with the
WEsterkamp - Brandon "Presi- Houston that earned him a spot day night at Phoenix, where he per- 76ers. Barkley was traded to the
dential" Pardon
among the 50 greatest players in formed for four seasons and came Phoenix Suns and led the them to the
Cory "Wheat or" Ryan - Seth NBA history. Barkley brought it to a closest to winning an NBA champi- NBA.finals, where they lost to the
"Homer says" DOLiboa
close Wednesday night on his terms. onship in 1993 But coach Rudy Bulls in 1993. Barkley was in his
Tomjanovich didn't want to lake a
Kevin "Bottom of the" Netter Barkley's career was thought to chance with Barkley's knee still less . fourth season w ith the Rockets when
Graham "Honey" Bunn
he suffered the injury in Philadel! have ended Dec. 8 when he ruptured than 100 percent.
Women's Basketball
phia.
a knee tendon against Philadelphia.
Dana "Wild, Wild" Western
"This is a sad day for me, I've
But
he
wanted
to
walk
away
—
"It's important for me from a
Men's Soccer
been playing basketball since I was
Adam "Love" Schokora - rather than be earned away — in his nine years old and now I'm not mental standpoint to get out there,"
Chris "Open the" Dore - Kevin last game, which is why Barkley going to be playing anymore," Barkley said of returning for one last
decided to play in the Rockets' sca- Barkley said. "That's the only thing game. "It's a mindset thing. It's been
"Black" Jackson
i son finale against Vancouver despite that makes me sad. I won't miss the a grueling ordeal to get to this point.
Women's Soccer
I just want to walk off under my own
Janice "A Few Good" Men- his knee being only about 70 percent limelight.
trup - Stephanie "Jason Goes to" healed.
"The difficult thing is that noth- power."
For
all
his
flamboyance
throughHeller Beth "Wild, Wild"
Barkley averaged 22.2 points,
ing I'll do in my life from now on
Wechsler - Meredith "Have a out his career, Barkley finished with will come close to what I've accom- 11.7 rebounds and 3.9 assists in
nice" Davis - Jill "Pros and" a humble (one.
plished in basketball in the last 16 1.072 career games and won MVP
Conover - Erika "The Little Mer"Basketball doesn't owe me any- years."
honors in 1992-93.
maid's" Flanders
Women's Swimming
Kristen "Life is" Semple Ellyn "Living in a" Vreeland Bethany "Be My" Budde
Women's Tennis
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
walk against Mall Anderson, Nixon 16.50 to 8.25.
Sarah "Salary" Kaplan
greeted Jim Poole with the first
Detroit starter Hideo Nomo (1-1),
Women's Tennis
grand slam in Comerica Park histoDETROIT
—
Trot
Nixon
hit
a
who entered the game with a string
Jenny "North, South, West"
ry
grand slam and four other Boston
of 15 scoreless innings, gave up four
Easterli'n
players homered as the Red Sox
One out later, Garciaparra hit his runs on five hits — including three
Men's Tennis
routed the Detroit Tigers 10-0 on first homer of the season to give homers — in five-plus innings.
Vitek "Born to Be" Wild
Wednesday night.
Boston a 9-0 lead.
Stanley led off the sixth with a
Volleyball
Jose Offerman. Troy O'Leary.
Kris "The Good" Shepherd Nixon, who homered in the Red drive that bounded somewhere off
Mike Stanley and Nomar Garcia- Sox's 7-0 victory Tuesday, joined the top of the right-center field wall
Katie "Fall of" Rommeck
Melissa "Skip to my" Lewis - pana also homered for the Red Sox, Tampa Bay's Gerald Williams as the and back into play as Stanley roundwho matched the total of five only players with two home runs in ed first with an apparent single.
Kristen "Don't Be" Gamby.
G. Michael Graham bodly homers hit in the first seven games the Tigers' new home.
Red Sox manager Jimy Williams
goes where no one man (or at Comerica Park.
Nixon added a run-scoring single came out to argue the ball hit the
sports writer) has gone before.
Brian Rose 11-2) and three reliev- in the seventh He was 4-for-5 and railing above a yellow line and
Nick "I mean no" Hurm is a ers combined on a six-hitter in had five RBIs to match his career should have been a home run.
sports writer for the BG news and Boston's second straight shutout high set in a three homer game Williams argued again as the Tigers
can't wair to see that very scan/ sec- against Detroit
changed pitchers and, after umpire
against Detroit last July 24.
ondary in action next year. Beware
crew chief Tim McClelland conof the Ghost, en fuego and like
Stanley, who was 4-for-5, hit a
Rose, hit hard in his two previous ferred with second base umpire Phil
always, the Knapper. Hurm aw be disputed home run to start Boston's Starts, allowed three hits in six Cuzzi, Stanley was awarded a home
reached at hurm@bgnet.bgsu.edu
six-nin sixth. After two singles and a innings. His F.RA dropped from run

Barkley bids farewell

MIKE LEMKUHLE/ The BO News
FASTBALL — The Falcons baseball team has won its
last six games in a row and 10 of their last 11.

Buckeye baseball not
the usual success
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

their sights so much as smelled the

coffee
COLUMBUS — There appear to
be only two paths left for the Ohio
State baseball team to get into the
NCAA tournament: win at least 17
of the last 20 games, or catch fire for
one weekend.
"You hate to look at the big picture, because the big picture is not
looking too good right now," relief
pitcher Cory Cox said.
A season that has wilted in the
last three weeks has caused the
Buckeyes to revise their goals.
Coach Bob Todd likes to point out
that Ohio State has either won or
determined the Big Ten champion in
each of the last 11 years.
But with the Buckeyes standing
5-7 in Big Ten play — and a full six
games behind league-leading Illinois (13-3) — the options are dwindling that will get Ohio State into the
NCAA tournament for the eighth
time in the last decade.
In men's basketball, 20 wins and
a .500 record in a major conference
all but guarantee an invitation into
the NCAA's field of 64. In baseball,
the magic number is 40 wins. To
eliminate all guesswork, a team can
earn an automatic berth by winning
a major conference's tournament
title.
It seems unlikely that the Buckeyes — who started the week at 2314 — will suddenly reel off a long,
long hot streak. They have lost five
of their last seven games, have yet to
win any of their three Big Ten series
and still must play two of the top
teams in the conference.
"Somehow, we've got to get our
karma turned back around," Todd
said. "Last week at Michigan, we hit
the ball hard but seemed to always
hit it right at people. We had good
enough pitching to win. but made a
couple of bad pitches. We've been
ranked among the top defensive
teams in the nation, but we had some
defensive lapses."
As a result, the Buckeyes lost
three of four at Michigan — which
started the weekend in last place in
the Big Ten.
"It was amazing how this team
last weekend could not get a break,"
Todd said.
The players have not lowered

"Realistically, the regular-season
Big Ten championship appears to be
out of reach." shortstop Trent Mcllvain said. "But if we can get into the
Big Ten tournament, we know we
can still win it."
Six teams qualify for the postseason conference tournament, a 50
percent increase over the qualifiers
in recent years. The double-elimination tournament will be played at the
home of the regular-season champion.
Ohio State, as much as any team,
knows what can happen in one short
weekend of pressure-packed baseball.
A year ago, the Buckeyes went
25-3 to easily win the Big Ten regular-season title. Playing at home ip
the conference tournament, they
were eliminated in two games. They
recovered to come within one win of
making it to the College World
Series.
Ohio State has become almost
accustomed to playing in the sport's
headline event.
,
"I can't even imagine, with the
tradition we've got. of not making
the NCAA tournament," Cox said.
"Nobody expects anything less."
Todd has been telling his team to
not look ahead and not look past any
opponent. At the same time, it's hard
even for him not to wonder what's
on the horizon.
"Realistically, we'd have to finish in the top three in the conference
standings and then have a good
showing in the Big Ten tournament." Todd said of his team's
NCAA opportunities. "But die easiest way for us to get in is to earn our
way in."

Boston shut out Tigers in blowout

,

The Associated Press
NOTHING TO CHEER ABOUT — Juan Gonzalez and company
were hammered by Boston last night 10-0 at home. Four Red
Sox homered in the game including all-star Nomar Garciaparra.
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Ovation necessary for controversial Rocker?
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Atlanta Braves tans gave standing ovations to two men so far this
season.
One was coming back from a
bout with cancer. The other has
often been described as a cancer.
The third thing that Andres Galarraga and John Rocker have in common is their employer.
Standing ovations used to be rare,
reserved for the best moments sports
had to offer. In 1983, the day before
his last game in a Boston uniform,
Carl Yastrzemski grounded out to
end the game. Yet he was so buoyed
by the show of affection from Fenway's faithful that Yaz crossed the
base, then ran toward the stands and
wound up circling the field, shaking
hands and saluting the crowd all the
way around.
In 1958, in a scene that still sends
shivers down a storyteller's spine,
the Dodgers honored Koy Campanella during an exhibition game
against the Yankees. Campanella
was in a wheelchair because of an
i/o auto accident 16 months earlier. At
the end of the fifth inning, he was
wheeled to the center of the infield,
the stadium lights were turned out
and for a full minute fans stood and
roared, many holding up a lighted
match or cigarette lighter. There
were more than 90.000 in attendance
that night.
Galarraga's standing "O" on
Opening Day was less dramatic, but
just as poignant. Out last season
because of a cancerous tumor in his
back, the Big Cat got his first ovation during pregame ceremonies,
then wrote the rest of the script himself. He hit the go-ahead homer in
the seventh inning to give the
Braves a 2-0 win over the Colorado
Rockies, earning himself yet another
ovation. "There are no words." he
said, "to say how happy I am."
There is no pat explanation for

Rocker's greeting Tuesday night,
after reluming from a 12-game suspension, and we don't even know
what Rocker made of it himself. In
keeping with a policy he set several
weeks ago. Rocker refused to say
anything about his reception. The
emotions were hardly new. because
this wasn't the first time since Sports
Illustrated published the infamous
interview that Rocker had been
greeted by fans.
He got one standing ovation in
March in Kissimmee. I l.i.. where
the Braves train, and a second when
fans in Atlanta got up off their seats
during an April 1 exhibition game
that Rocker worked briefly.
Rocker said then that the ovations
told him the media got the story
wrong, that fans had forgiven him
for splattering venom over minorities, gays, immigrants, teammates
and the buttoncd-down Atlanta organization. He repeated that in an
interview taped before the game
with Braves broadcaster Joe Simpson for TBS. which just happens to
belong to the same company that
owns the Atlanta club.
"It's not a big deal." Rocker said.
"I think when the team starts winning and we get the ball rolling, all
that will be forgotten."
Several other cable sports channels have run polls the past few days
and the numbers suggest Rocker
knows his audience or else the
turnout in New York was ridiculously low. Majorities on successive
nights said they would forgive
Rocker and cheer when he enters a
ball game. In one poll Monday
night, one in eight voters actually
said they agreed with his views —
which even Rocker has since disavowed.
As for the undercurrent of boos.
Rocker said he would have no problem getting past it. "You get used to
it." he said, "like you get used to the
smell of hot dogs in the stands."

24 HOUP Towing

The Associated Press
REDD — OSU star Michael Reed will make an announcement if
he will play another year with the Buckeyes next week.

Redd to decide college fate
reported that Redd had made up his

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

mind but will not make his inten-

Associated Press Photo
STANDING OVATION — Braves relief pitcher John Rocker got a
whole-hearted welcome back in his return this season.
The smell that concerns Braves
fans most at the moment is the one
emanating from
the bullpen.
Atlanta's relief corps went 1-4 with
a 5.14 ERA and two blown saves in

Rocker's absence. Kerry Ligtenberg.
attempting to come back from elbow
injury that forced him to yield the
closer's role to Rocker last year, has
been struggling.

COLLEGE CAN BE LESS STRESSFUL
WITH A LITTLE EXTRA CASH.
COLLEGE

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

TUITION ASSISTANCE

UP TO 100% TO STATE RCCOONIZED COLLEOE OK UNIVERSITY

MONTOOMIRY 01 BILL
RECEIVE UP TO 1*00 00 PER MONTH

COLUMBUS — Ohio State
junior Michael Redd has decided
whether he will make himself available for the NBA draft or return for
his senior season, but he's not saying
until next week, his mother said
Wednesday.
His mother, Haji. said that Redd
plans to make the announcement at a
news conference Tuesday. She
would not say what the decision is.
"That's his news to tell." she said.
WSYX-TV. citing unnamed
sources, said Redd will declare himself eligible for the draft. But he will
not be signing with an agent so he
can withdraw a week before the
draft if he doesn't like what he's
hearing on where he will be chosen,
the station said.
WBNS-TV and WCMH-TV also

tions known until Tuesday. Those
two stations said Redd's father.
James, provided that information.
Redd. 6-foot-6 swingman from
Columbus West High School, has
until May 14 to declare his intentions to enter the NBA draft, which
is June 28 in Minneapolis.
Redd averaged 17.3 points, 6.5
rebounds this past season for Ohio
Slate. The Buckeyes finished 23-7,
losing to Miami 73-62 in the second
round of the NCAA South Regional
in Nashville, Term
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issues of The BG News for the 99/00 school year. Show your
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them see it in print!
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BG gridders sign with pros
Former Bowling Green football players Doug Dorely and Joe O'Neil will
get a shot at the professional level in the NFL.
Dorely, the Falcon Center last season signed a deal with the Cincinnati
Bengals for two years worth $500,000. Dorely transferred from Southern
Illinois and started his junior and senior year with BG. He was an honorable
mention All-MAC selection for the Falcons.
O'Neil also signed a two year deal worth $500,000 with the Detroit
Lions. He will join his brother Kevin, who is also a former gridder for the
Falcons. Joe was one of the leaders of the defensive unit last year at linebacker.

Spurs 103, Lakers 98
SAN ANTONIO — David Robinson scored six points in overtime
and the Spurs overcame a 17-point fourth-quarter deficit to beat the
Los Angeles Lakers 103-98 in overtime Wednesday night to gain
homecourt advantage in the'first round of the playoffs.
Four Spurs reserves scored in double figures, including Antonio
Daniels with 11 points in the fourth quarter and overtime to boost the
Spurs' comeback.
San Antonio had to win to clinch homecourt advantage in the bestof-five first-round series against Phoenix.
Robinson led the Spurs with 17 points.
Kobe Bryant led the Lakers with 23 points, and Shaquille O'Neal
had 22.
The Spurs got off to a quick start in overtime on field goals by
Daniels and Robinson and outscored Los Angeles 14-9 in the extra
period.
With a 74-61 advantage entering the fourth quarter, the Lakers
inched further ahead and led by 17 points two minutes into the period. Then a 10-0 by Spurs reserves got San Antonio back in it.

Casey returns to Reds lineup;
old face back pitching again
and six RBIs in 23 games.

THE ASSOCIATED PKESS
CINCINNATI — The Cincinnati
Reds activated Sean Casey off the
disabled list Wednesday and called
up reliever Norm Charlton to energize the lineup and steady a wobbly
bullpen.
The two surprise moves came
day after the bullpen imploded and
the middle of the lineup struggled
once again in a 13-9 loss to San
Francisco.
Casey chipped a bone at the base
of his right thumb while fielding a
grounder in an exhibition on April I
The first baseman took batting practice Tuesday for the first time since
the injury and felt no pain, prompting the Reds to change their plans.

"Batting practice felt good." said
Casey, who's wearing a light pad on
the thumb. "For the past couple of
weeks. I've tried to visualize my
swing in my head, whether I was at
the grocery store or whatever. I've
tried to keep my swing (sharp) in my
head."

"What he can bring to this clubhouse is immeasurable." Bowden
said. "Norm knows what it takes to
win. What he brings to the clubhouse is something that I think this
team needs. He's here for that as
much as for his pitching."

Casey batted .332 last season
with 25 homers and 99 RBIs. He hit
only .247 this spring with one homer

CtoMd 2pm. Fri. April 21
Closed 3pm. Fri. April 21

Founder] Keepers Snack Bar
Galley
CTDefi
Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar
Only's Express
GT Euros
Silver River Cafe
Towers Weil Restaurant

Closed 2pm. Fri. Apr. 21
Closed Fri. Apr. 21 -Sun. Apr. 23
Closed 3am. Thin Apr 20
Closed 2pm. Fn. Apr. 21
Closed 8:30pm. Thun. Apr. 20
Closed 7pm. Thun. Apr. 20

He was released by the Devil
Rays in March after putting up a
4.00 ERA in 10 appearances this
spring. The Reds signed him to a
minor league contract 10 days ago.
and he didn't allow a hit in four
appearances for Louisville.
The bullpen's ERA had ballooned to 6.16 when general manager Jim Bowdcn decided to bring him
up.

"It will be a big psychological lift
for our club," manager Jack McKeon said. "He knows how to hit. He
played the game hard. You know
you're going to get your best shot
with him. He could fall out of bed
and hit."

Commons Dining Center
Founder? Keepers Food Court
Kreachet Sundial Food Coun
McDonald Dining Center

Charlton. 37, was part of the
"Nasty Boys" bullpen that led the
Reds to a World Series championship in 1990. He later played for
Seattle. Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Atlanta and Tampa Bay.

Originally, he expected to play a
few games in the minors to work on
his swing before being activated.

The Reds have gone 6-7 without
getting much from the middle of
their lineup. Ken Griffey Jr. was hitting .176 Wednesday and Dante
Bichette was at .208. Casey will bat
fifth, behind Bichette.

UNIVERSITY DINING
SERVICES
EASTER WEEKEND
OPERATING HOURS

By calling Charlton up from
Triple-A Louisville, the Reds
brought back an important part of
their past and tried to fix one of their
biggest current problems.

The left-hander was expected to
arrive shortly before Wednesday
night's game against San Francisco.
First baseman Hal Morris was on
the 1990 team with Charlton, who
teamed with Rob Dibble and Randy
Myers to form the "Nasty Boys."
"Norm carried himself in a certain fashion." Morris said. "He's all
business. It's hard to describe Norm.
He's a straight shooter. He's brutally
honest and a tough competitor. I
think it's probably going to be good
for him to be around some of these
young guys."

Associated Press Photo
GRIFFEY AND BICHETTE — Reds manager Jack McKeon
believes that the return of Sean Casey will give the Reds a much
needed boost. Griffey and Bichette are both slumping so far this
season.
optioned first baseman D.T. Cromer
and left-handed reliever Hector
Mercado to Louisville.
Mcrcado had a 7.36 ERA in five
relief appearances. Cromer was 9for-21 (.429) in 11 games, including
4-for-6 as a pinch hitter, in his first
major league call-up.
Cromer has been the biggest surprise of the season, but was one of
the few players on the roster with
minor league options left.
"D.T. will be back," Bowdcn

said. "He can help us off the bench.
He did not deserve to be optioned.
The only reason he was is that we
were boxed in."
Cromer. 29, figured he'd be sent
back to the minors when Casey was
activated.
"I'm glad 1 had the opportunity
and played well," he said. "I did all .
could do. It was just a numbers situ
ation. I didn't expect to get as much
playing time and play as well -is
did. I had fun while I was here."

To open roster spots, the Reds

i/ a
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
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Student workers find refuge in city Students offer opinions
BOB RECKER
Crry EDITOR
Many students first come to
BGSU with aspirations of someday
saving lives in an emergency room,
teaching the blind to read Braille or

more years of stocking food, delivering pizzas or asking, "Do you
want fries with that?" before they
can begin their real dream jobs.
Thus is the life of the thousands
of students who seek part-time
employment at the hundreds of local

BEN FRENCH / The BG Newi
IN THE SPOTLIGHT - Sophomore Jeff Vidourek prepares a few
submarine sandwiches at Mr. Spots.
becoming the CEO of a large company. However, for many, they first
have to grind through one. two or

restaurants, fast food joints, stores
and other lower-salary jobs available in BG. These students form a

symbiotic relationship with'the businesses that have thrived off the large
population
of
ready-to-work
employees that a major University
supplies.
A recent survey of eight Woostcr Street businesses found that more
than half (62/112) of (he total
employees are University students.
Steve Donnelly, owner of Student
Book Exchange, estimates he has
hired between 200 and 300 students
since 1982. with positive results.
"I have hired from a variety of
majors and all of them have been
good workers." he said. "A lot of
them end up working here for four
years, unless they are on the fiveyear plan."
Freshman Jacob Vanemma,
recreation/tourism major, is finishing out his fourth year of employment at SBX, having started their as
extra help during book buy-back
season while in high school. He said
one job benefit is that he "doesn't
work one position per se." but gets
to do a variety of tasks while on the
clock.
Flexible schedules are another
popular reason why students have
sought work in the city.
'They just made up a new shift so
I could work here." said senior Erica
Lcroux. a cashier for Dairy Mart.
The journalism major said that while
her manager is very understanding if
a particularly large homework load
arises, student workers are not apt to
ditch work more than the average
employee. "Things come up all the
time, even for [non-student] workers."
"[Non-student] residents have
everyday lives too." said Brandon
Nassbaum. 1997 BGSU grad and
shift manager for Taco Bell. "We try
to be sympathetic to students and
non-students alike. It all evens out."

Leroux added that the students
work especially well with each
other, and are more open to
exchanging shifts with each other if
a problem occurs.
But erratic class schedules can
lead to higher turnover rates for
businesses that depend on student
labor. Diane Dubois, assistant manager at Barry Bagels, has seen a lot
of student worker transition. A 1996
BGSU graduate who also works
part-time with a campus religious
group, Dubois is thankful that Barry
Bagels' management is lenient with
the timesheets.
"Students are in and out of here
quickly," she said. "Sometimes they
graduate, or their [academic] load is
too heavy and they drop out and
return the next semester. It depends
on their need for money."
Taco Bell, which has five students in its staff of 30, utilizes annual attendance incentives to help keep
workers with the company. Those
who work an average of 20 hours
per week for a year receive a substantial bonus check.
In her three months at The Shed,
sales worker Karri Kapszuciewicz
has noticed differences between student and non-student employees.
"At first the students seem a little bit
more eager to work; they are already
in the mode of 'I need to get this
done before I go back to class,'" she
said. "But then they relax a little,
because they realize. 'I can't do my
school work here, so why think
about it?'"
Employers such as Donnelly,
Chip Myles and Bob Everhart specialize in hiring students to fill their
job openings.
"Students make up my staff
because students are my customers."
• See JOBS, page 13.

on downtown makeover
ANNE MOSS
STAFF WltrrER

Construction crews have recently
broke ground on Main Street for the
city's makeover project. Heritage
2000. With the dawning of the city's
restoration project, students are
offering their opinions about the
project's worth.
Angela Simonetta. sophomore
applied health science major, thinks
that the new look will be a big
improvement for this small college
town.
According to Simonetta. downtown is dirty because of the college
students and the same goes for
Wooster Street, so the city is in need
of some improvement. Aside from
areas in the locale of downtown and
the University. Simonetta would like
to see the run down areas around
Wal-Mart and residential streets
improved as well.
Simonetta thinks that the project
is likely to be more appreciated by
the residents.
'The residents take more pride in
the city because they spend more
time here." Simonetta said. "Students don't think of Bowling Green
as their city, it is just a college town
to them."
Benjamin Holtz, senior social
studies education major, thinks that
downtown already looks nice.
"It is a good idea to make the city
look nicer, but there is nothing too
terrible about the city." Holtz said.
Holtz would like to see the streets
improved as Heritage 2000 takes
shape.
"Any street improvement is nice,
and God knows they need to widen
streets." Holtz said.

Aaron Mynatt. freshman undecided, agrees with Holtz and would
like to see two lane streets with the
new improvements.
However. Mynatt doesn't think
there is much to be improved and
there shouldn't be such a big deal in
making it nicer.
Mynatt thinks that there is a small
chance that the restoration of Bowling Green may attract more students
and help with business.
"It is just that college students
don't care and I don't think residents
care either." Mynatt said. "There is
nothing to do here but go to the
bars— Bowling Green is not a big
tourist attraction."
On the other hand. Sara Freeman,
sophomore English major, says that
there is more to college than campus. When she was shopping for colleges, she was looking at the city
environment as well.
"You can't spend your college
career on campus," Freeman said.
Freeman thinks that the city is
dirtied with graffiti, and that some
improvements are not necessary,
like laying the decorative brick in
the intersections of Main and Wooster. and Thurstin and Wooster. The
city should focus on cleaning up
graffiti and trash, according to Freeman.
However, like Mynatt, Freeman
doesn't think there is much to do for
college students in Bowling Green
and the project will not help that.
"If you don't have a car, you
can't go to a real city like Toledo."
Freeman said.
One anonymous student agrees
with Freeman and Mynatt.
• See HERITAGE, page 13.

U. offers many programs, Look beyond wind, cornfields
not only limited to students
ANNE MOSS
STAFF WRITER

The University offers ,some decent programs, like
plays, concerts and speakers, in which anyone is welcomed to participate.
All these programs advertise that they are open to the
University community and the residential community as
well. But how many non-students actually get involved
with campus activities?
According to Steven Domachowski. coordinator of
student organization services, this is a tough question.
"Each group and organization keeps their own
records, so it is hard to say exactly how many residents
are involved," Domachowski said.
In relation to the Bush and Moby concert last week,
Domachowski said that at least 500 tickets were sold at
local ticket distributors. But. he continues, there is no
way to tell who bought them, or whether they were residents or students that couldn't find tickets on campus.
Another activity that is well attended by community
members is homecoming. There is always a community
tent that is highly advertised and claims to welcome all
residents.
Domachowski thinks that participation depends on
how well and how widespread organizations advertise.
Deborah Fleitz. director of public events for the college of musical arts, said that her department advertises
all over Northwest Ohio. The department sends out
4,000 semester events calendars to homes in Bowling
Green, Maumee. Toledo and all over northwest Ohio.
In all, the musical arts department presents over 400

events per year, and each is always well attended, Fleitz
said. But they do not differentiate between student and
non-student.
Fleitz did say that the bulk of the audience for their
guest artists scries is residents.
Another program that the University offers to the
community is its Continuing Education Program.
Continuing Education allows community members
and other people interested in learning to sign up for
classes. This program caters to people from pre-school
to senior citizens.
Anita Knauss. director of marketing and promotion at
Continuing Education, said that there are about 4,000
registrations. Of their total enrollment there is very good
support from the community, but their enrollment
records are too extensive and it is difficult to find out
exactly how many residents participate in the array of
programs offered. Fleitz said.
Some of the programs that are the most popular
among both residents and students are the computer
training programs and the personal enrichment programs. But Fleitz stresses there a number of different
programs that attract different audiences.
The Student Recreation Center offers a community
membership, but it is generally restricted to summer
months, said Pam Sautter, office manager for the SRC.
However, the SRC is open to community members during the school year at restrictive hours, specifically
between 7:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Sautter said that there are about 70 to 75 community
• See PROGRAMS, page 13.

cans, we are not taught to appreciate
what we have. We are supposed to
find everything wrong.
The truth of the matter is that
Bowling Green is really not that
bad; there is not much wrong with it.
It may be a small city without a large
mall or a large number of big restaurant chains, but the city still has a lot
to offer us as students.
Walk downtown.

I think that every student has said
that the city of Bowling Green sucks
at one time or another. There is nothing to do. It's in the middle of
nowhere. There aren't even any
good bars. I don't even know why I
came to this school. I should go to
OSU—there is sure to be something
to do there.
Putting OSU on a pedestal is not
reality. OSU is not going to have any
more things to do than Bowling
Green does. You are still going to
hate the school. Columbus will be
too crowded. There aren't any good
bars. You are going to wish that you
went somewhere else.
You are going to have the same
battle in your head anywhere you go
because it's school and, as Ameri-

Look around you.
If you look down Main Street you
are going to see the quaint little town
of Bowling Green for what it is — a
town that has specialty shops, bars
and opportunity It's not like you
aren't going to find at least one thing
to do while you are down there. In
fact. I can bet that you will spent an
entire day in and out of the shops
that hide behind the facade of the
town you call crappy and disregard
for the chance to go to Toledo.
Well. OK I know that you are
saying. "Why should I spend all day
in downtown Bowling Green when I
can easily drive to Toledo and go to
Franklin Park Mall?" Well, for one
you will at least save money on gas,
especially as high as it has been lately
You shouldn't shop in Bowling
Green just because gas prices are
high. I don't see why some music

store at the mall is any better than
Finders, because it's not. The Starbucks in Barnes and Noble is not
nearly as good as Cosmos or
Grounds for Thought. There is so
many businesses in Bowling Green
that surpass the places we use as the
epitome of that type of business.
Why shouldn't you support those
local businesses, anyway? I bet
many of you work somewhere off
campus here in Bowling Green,
whether it be in fast food, at a
restaurant or one of the local businesses downtown. You student
workers depend on these businesses
for jobs, but there is nothing in
Bowling Green, huh? If there isn't, I
bet there would be a lot of alcoholfree nights because no one could
find a job to get some alcohol in the
god forsaken place we call Bowling
Green.
There are things in Howling
Green that are offered to us. We
have many local businesses that
depend on students as well as the
students depending on the businesses.
Come on.
If you are sitting there thinking
that you are still not going shopping
in Bowling Green or working during
• See OPINION, page 13.
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Oh, how you will grow: changes to the city in recent years University
programs
bring city
to majors
ANNF. MOSS
STAFF WRITER
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January

Someone reported thai unknown persons had splattered a
substance all over the men's room wall on the fourth floor of
Chapman Hall.
A man reported a disturbance of the peace on Napoleon. He
claimed thai the people in the apartment above him were
pounding on the floor causing his ceiling fan to come loose.
A female from the Alpha Chi Omega house reported thai
someone had accessed her electronic mail account.
There was a report of a loose horse running on N. Main St.
towards the center of town. Police checked the area and were
unable to locate the horse.
A Bowling Green woman reported a fire in a dumpster in
the 800 block of Thurstin.
A Bowling Green man reported that his soon to be ex-wife
was making harassing phone calls to him.
A cocker spaniel wearing a green sweater was found on S.
Main St. The owner was located and reprimanded for making
his dog wear a green sweater.
A man reported that the employees at Oregon Collision had
gone to lunch and forgot to lock their doors. The employees
were notified by police and the doors were locked.
There was a report of a loud dog barking on E. Court St.
When the police arrived they found a Doberman Pincher on
the roof of the Buggy Whip Bakery. The owner of the dog was
found and said he would keep the dog confined.
A Bowling Green woman reported a couch on fire at
Campbell Hill Apartments.
February
A Stardust employee reported that a female was stranded at

t
,!'

*

the club. The female made arrangements for her sister to pick
her up.
A man was cited for public urination on the corner of N.
Enterprise and E. Evers.
A black wallet was lost at Mark's Pub Sunday morning.
The wallet contained a checkbook, debit card and $2 in cash.
A man reported that the gas cap was off of his car and the
inside smelled like gasoline. He told police that someone had
set his other vehicle on fire a couple of weeks ago and requested extra patrol for the night.
A man was cited for underage consumption. When police
found him he was unable to stand or talk.
A Maumee man was cited for underage consumption at the
Junction. He was found falling down and barely able to speak.
A female was reported carrying a blow up doll down E.
Wooster and making obscene gestures to cars passing by.
Police stopped the girl and advised her to take the doll home
for the night.
A Columbus woman was arrested for public urination on
the 800 block of Eighth Street.
A trio of females from Troy, Bowling Green and Wooster
threw snowballs at a car on the 1000 block of Fairview. They
struck a car's windshield and caused the car to swerve off the
road.
A Bowling Green man reported that 6-7 college students
were throwing snow balls with rocks inside on the 700 block
of Elm.
March
McDonald's South reported that someone took a mop. The
value of the mop was unknown.

A male was found drunk and passed out on a front porch on
Manville. Police found a resident of the house and they took
the male inside.
A Toledo man was cited for disorderly conduct after he was
found urinating in Lot 4.
An ambulance was requested at the 400 block of N. Main.
It was reported that a woman had her fingers stuck in garage
door.
An employee from Clark's gas station reported that a
woman came in and did not have enough money to pay for her
gas. She left a Visa card but never returned to retrieve it. The
card was put into evidence because the employee realized that
this female had done this before,
A resident of Seventh Street reported that someone took his
mailbox during the night. He also reported that there was mail
still in the box.
April
A male student from the CRC was charged with disorderly
conduct after he threw a chair up against a desk and broke it.
A Bowling Green resident was cited for disorderly conduct
after she slammed a door on a policeman to prevent entry.
A male called his girlfriend from Checkers stating that
there was someone threatening to shoot him. When police
arrived they did not find anyone with a gun.
A Strongsvillc man was cited for public urination on East
Merry Street.
A resident from Sixth Street reported that someone
punched their mailbox and smashed it into pieces.
A Weston woman was cited for theft after being caught on
videotape stealing laundry from Kirk's Coin Laundry.

A large part of a student's education includes some real world experience in his or her major through
application
programs
offered
through the city.
By allowing students to work
with some major departments and
companies in Bowling Green and
surrounding cities, they gain serious
experience in their respective fields.
The secretary in the advising
office for the health department said
that nursing, physical therapy
majors and most health majors have
to complete certain clinical hours.
These clinical hours are not completed at the University, but rather at
Medical College of Ohio and
through area hospitals. These students earn University credit and
great experience that may be beneficial to their future careers.
Like the health majors, students
in the School of Human Movement
Sport and Leisure Studies are also
required to complete certain hours
of practicum and internships.
Jackie Cuneen, associate professor for HMSLS. said that students in
this department usually work closely
with Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation for their practicum work.
Kristin Winters, recreation coordinator for the city's Parks and
Recreation Department, assists students from the University to complete their requirements for graduation.
"We try to work these students
into special events coordinating,
handling leagues, day camps and
sport camps," Winters said. "We try
to make their work relate to what
their focus is."
Winters said that students' work
with this city department gives them
a well-rounded experience after
graduation.
Practicum work and internships
are beneficial not only for the student but for the Parks and Recreation Department as well
"We get quality help from the
students with a general base knowledge that are interested in doing a
good job," Winters said.
"We are usually under-staffed, so
with these students we are able to do
more special events, more programs,
something we usually don't get to
do, so that is another way this is beneficial for us," Winters said.
Even after students are finished
with their practicum work and
internships and are preparing for job
placement after graduation, some do
return to the city's department for
employment.
Sue Manns, sophomore sport
management major, is currently
working at the Perrysburg YMCA in
their sports department.
Manns is responsible, as the
assistant to the program director of
sports, to teach sports, run sports
leagues, referee league games and
, put together sport manuals.
Manns thinks that this is a good
experience for her since this is what
she will be doing after college.
Although her work now is focused
on children, she says that her intended focus is college-level sports.
Manns, however, is not using her
job at the YMCA for either an
internship or for practicum work.
Matt Cook, senior marketing purchasing production major, is the
president of the Sales and Marketing
Club, which is involved with doing
two research projects a year. These
projects are directly related to jobs
that sales and marketing majors will
be doing in the future.
Their most recent project was the
car show in the center of campus.
This project allowed all the members to gain hands-on experience in
working with major businesses,
something that is important in any
sales or marketing job.
The sales and marketing club is
something that has a great reputation
in the department and membership
is encouraged by professors, Cook
said.
Cook said that this club is not
only a good resume builder, but also
helps in finding internships with
companies.
Cook himself has found an
internship with the Sales College in
Northwest Ohio through the co-op
department and the club.
Gaining experience before graduation while in Bowling Green can be
valuable for any student that will be
looking for a job in the professional
world one day. The opportunities are
endless in this small town.
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Adventures in online grocery shopping

The other day I received something very interesting in the mail, or
rather, my mom did and I stole it
from her. It was a Priceline.com
WebHouse Club Card. This little
baby lets you but groceries online,
setting your own prices in hope that
the computer will agree with you and
give you the discount.
This coincided perfectly with this
little city section we were doing:
what better way for lazy students to
interact with the city. Now they were
just a few clicks away from filling
their grocery list from the comfort of
their semi-waterproof apartments.
Or so I thought.
My adventure begins at the tech
lab. 27 minutes before astronomy
class. I type in www.priceline.com
and use the links to navigate to the
food section. They give you a list of

OPINION
Continued from page 11.
school. Bowling Green still has so
much to offer students.
If you are looking for something
to do. why don't you call the Department of Parks and Recreations and
participate in our of their adult
leagues. I'm sure there are some
Softball players that would like some
University students on their side.
Plus, there aren't any rules about
being a member of a club sport of
varsity team like there is for the
intramurals. Hell, maybe you could
mingle with some hot shots of the
city of Bowling Green and do some
networking.
Not interested in Softball? The
Department of Parks and Recreation
still has the city park, where the
aquatics complex is located. Students can get memberships to an
outdoor pool, if they want. Or you
can just chill at the city park with
some friends and toss a frisbee. It
could be a nice way to take advantage of the wind speeds in Bowling
Green.

JOBS
Continued from page 11.
said Evcrhart. owner of Ziggy
Zoombas. Seven of his nine staff
members are students, and the other
two are recent graduates. "The customers feel more comfortable
because they can act like themselves, and they talk and dress the
same way as the workers."
He said student workers also
tend to attract more student patrons
simply by word of mouth. "Some
bars get more business simply

about a hundred or so items, and at
first the selection doesn't seem to
good. But they do cover most of the
staple items, like milk, meat and
eggs, with a few bonus buys like
pantihose. hairdryers and lipstick
I head directly for the New York
Strip aisle and find I 5 pound packages up for sale The site says they
usually sell for between $11.99 and
$13.49. but I can get them for $6.37
apiece.
Catch One: I have to use four of
the "half-off' tokens I was given for
opening up a new account. (Logic
tells me that if I halve the $I2-$I3
original price four times, it should
come out to less than $6.37. but I
said screw it).
1 throw it in the virtual shopping
cart and head for the milk cooler. A
gallon of two percent was offered to
me for only $1.20. but I am forced to
turn over another of my sacred halfoff coins. I have only one left, but the
computer said I could earn more by
using the site in the future.
My next turn is to the hygiene
aisle, cause I need some toothpaste
and TP. They seem to only offer the
biggest (and most expensive) name
brands, like Colgate. Cottenellc. etc.
Here, they let me choose from a variety of increasingly lower prices for
each item.
Catch Two: The computer gives
you a percent chance that each price

will be accepted. By the time you've
knocked 42 cents off the retail price,
you only have a one on five chance
you'll get it. I mark the lowest two
prices anyway.
I notice a very small link that says
"choose your own price." Curious. I
cruise over to the cereal and try to
buy a box of Raisin Bran for a quarter.
My grocery list filled. I head to
the checkout. Now the big question
is, will I pass the price test? The
computer adds to the drama by
showing my list of items, their prices
and slot-machine-like spinning
cylinders that alternate the words
"approved" or "not approved" I
enter in all the necessary credit card
information--from this point on you
have to take whatever they give you.
About 30 seconds later. POOF! The
screen changes to show that my bids
have all been taken, sans the Bran, of
course
I quickly leave the lab and walk
into my astronomy class a few doors
down, and five minutes late.
I enter the next phase of my mission: going to the store 10 pick n the
goods.
I walk into Meijcr's and immediately run into a friend who works

Well, I guess you could get much
more cooler than going to the park to
toss a frisbee. There is a lot more to
do than the frisbee thing when you
arc procrastinating. If you arc at
your wits end, you could atlas go to
the '•small" (Woodland Mall) or the
Clazcl to see a cheap movie.
There is much more that you can
take advantage of in Bowling Green
that wouldn't make it such a shitty
place to live. Go out and find it
yourself and you might be surprised
to find a hidden treasure. I know that
is corny, but it's true. It took me a
day downtown to find out that 1
don't need a mall within a five-mile
proximity of my place of residence
and that I could spend just as much
money in downtown Bowling
Green.
Bowling Green is about more
than dropping some valuable consumer dollars for your personal
entertainment that also ends up helping the economy here. Bowling
Green is a place for graduates to get
jobs in the real world not something
that pays for alcohol. Bowling

Green is cool enough that people

because their staff is bigger. If you
have 15-20 workers telling their
friends about their place, that can
create a big crowd by itself."
Having been in the bar business
for 15 years. Everhart has learned to
deal with potential problems with
student workers. "I have become
accustomed to finals week, graduation and the possibility that they will
quit without notice."
Despite this, he says his
turnover rate has remained low.
"Most of my workers stay happy,"
he said. "They get to socialize while

making money."

want to stay here even after graduation- imagine that.
I kinda think that it is hard to
imagine. I most probably won't sla>
here in Bowling Green. I want to go
to a big city, but I know that there
arc possibilities for me to work here
in the city before I go into the real
world 1 can go to a publication in
Toledo or staying here in Bowling
Green to work at the Sentinel-Tribune. There are opportunities for me
and other people here in Bowling
Green to further their resume. Bowling Green can make you more marketable for your future job in the real
world— you can't really say there is
nothing in Bowling Green if the City
will make it easier for you to gel a
job.
Bowling Green is a cool place
with a lot to offer even if there are
no hills and some ugly, cold winters
"IWorking here] has almost all
of the benefits of going out with
their friends, without getting drunk."

there. I tell him about my quest lie
says somebody gave a presentation
about online grocery shopping in one
of his classes
"But you're the first person 1
know that has actually tried it," he
said.
I am a pioneer in the world of virtual food buying.
I stroll to the meat counter, point
to the tiny meat icon on my order
printout, and tell the meat man to
match this.
He searches the pre-wrapped
meat cooler for a 1.5 pound strip
steak but finds none. He is forced to
take from the deli counter-the good
stuff He cuts out three eight ouncers.
trimming here and there to meet the
exact requirements.
"I told them this online thing
would be a hassle." he said.
. I walk away from the counter car
rying a white package that is labeled
"boneless top sirloin steak" or something like that
I am not sure if it is what I originally ordered.
I maneuver to the paper products
section for my four-roll pack of toilet
paper. I prefer Cottcnelle. and even
had a coupon I could have used for
additional savings, but the computer
decided I wanted to buy Great Northem. so I oblige.
Single ply rolls are a hell of a lot

PROGRAMS

cheaper. I notice.
In the dental aisle. I gaze over the
great variety of toothpaste, each different in their subtle ways. I need a
6.2 ouncer of Colgate Total Control,
or something like that. I quickly find
it. satisfied that I am only paying half
($1.40) of the marked price of $2.97.
I begin to turn away when I find an
aggravating quirk: My 6.2 ounce
lube's older brother, the eight ounce
version, is actually 10 cents less. The
same exact brand. I leave shaking
my head.
After fiddling around with one of
the U-scan machines for a minute,
the cashier says it is fit to process my
order. I swipe the Priceline.com card
through in place of my debit card and
stroll out of the store.
Oh. the splendors of technology. I
spent about an hour purchasing four
simple grocery items, but saved
more than 12 bucks, or so says the
computer. At home. I read through
the small print of the website printout.
It turns out that alter three months
in the Webhouse Club, you get
charged a "S3 process fee per month
in months that one or more requests
are accepted."
Translation: In three months
you're going to receive a mysterious
$3 charge on your bill because you
saved 23 cents on that last pack of
cheese.
Oh well, so goes the future.
participate in a gymnastics program

veyed said they do not need to rehire, because loss of business coordinates with the decrease in workers.

Visit Downtown Bowling Green
• 19 Eateries
• Over 30 Specialty Shops

Upcoming Downtown Events:
April 29-30
May 13
June 16-17
June 17
June 23
July
August
September

ArtWalk!
Celebrate Mom
Sidewalk Sales
Celebrate Dad
G.O.B.A.
Downtown Dance
Downtown Dance
Black Swamp
Arts Festival
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"A park would be nice," Flavo.
said.
!
Yendcrusiak suggests more apartment buildings or a parking lot.
"Although college students really;
don't care, it is nice to live in a nice;
low n," Falvo said.
Although these students thinkthat the project is generally worthless, city officials and communitymembers are excited about the new
look.
City Administrator John Fawcett
said that by creating a more appealing look to downtown through Heritage 2000. the productivity of the

tion, many of the businesses sur-
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' Weather

Enterprise Street needs to be taken
care of.

Although the majority of stu-
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Archives of the Print Edition

Falvo. sophomore broadcast journalism major, think that the open,
fenced-off area spanning much of

dents depart home for summer vaca-

THESE ARE GOING FAST
Come Into Our Office Today!

320 Elm St. #A-C: One bedroom furnished apartments. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER, SEWER. Within walking distance to campus. S410.00 per month plus
electric for a 12 month lease.

i Political cartoons & comics

Zach Eberly. "Students only go
downtown when it is dark out to go.
to the bars."
Justin Yendcrusiak. junior busi
ness/pre-law major, and Annette-

Myles said.

t%

Daily crossword answers

Continued from page 11.
"If they Istudents] have a car they
don't slay here, and if they don't
have cars they usually slay within
the campus area." said the anonymous student.
In fact, there are several students
that think the project is unnecessary.
Students really don't care." said

through the University. She also said
Continued from page 11.
residents who have memberships.
that they |her family] are not big thecity will increase.
Of these memberships, 30 are held
"A majority of students utilize
by senior citizens that participate in ater people and she is not sure what
else there is to do.
the senior swim program.
some area of downtown, so why
These members don't usually
Kurfess agrees that with more wouldn't they want it to be niceT?
utilize anything else in the Rec."
Fawcett said.
\
Sautter said. "They come in the notification she may be inclined to
With the revitalization. the city \%
morning to swim and then leave."
participate in University activities.
hoping to improve student behavior;
The SRC did try a baby-sitting
Thomas McDermott. Bowling mainly by decreasing littering and
program one semester called Parent
Relief According to Sautter, the Green resident, said that his family vandalism.
program didn't work because of rarely participates in campus activiFawcett thinks that all residents
poor attendance that may have been
are deserving of a beautiful down'
due to poor advertising. Also, the ties.
town.
director was not really organized,
However, in the past. McDermott
A major focus of the project is to
but they are attempting to reinlrohas been involved in the Continuing draw more attention to the down.^
duce the program next year.
However, when asked if they use Education Program with his kids. He
town area.
.
services and programs offered by the simply says that his family has no
Earlene Kilpatrick. director of theUniversity, community members say
Downtown Business Association,'
time to be involved at this time.
they don't take advantage of such
reported that a majority of the busiprograms.
The University does make an
nesses are excited about the project
Tammy Smith a community
effort to include the community.
because they are aware of the bene;
member, said that in the past she
"Events are focused on the stuused University facilities but hasn't
fiLs.
\
recently because she has no time. dents, but the student organizations,
Although students may not find
Smith said that if she had more notithe project necessary, there are some
fication of activities, she and her and the University as well, want to
major benefits for both students and
family may be interested in a few of give back to the community that
residents with Heritage 2000 in the
them
they take so much from." Doma- future.
Another community member.
Anne Kurfess. said that her son did chowski said.

228 S. College #C-E, G, J: One bedroom furnished
and unfurnished apartments. Cozy cottage charm.
FREE GAS, HEAT, WATER, SEWER. $380.00 per month
plus electric for a 12 month lease.

Got Web?
We Do!

HERITAGE-

Downtown

354-4332

114 S. Main St. #2, 3, 7, 98.10: One bedroom
unfurnished apartments located downtown above
a Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Extra individual storage. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric/heat. Air conditioned. #2 S320.00, #3
$345.00, #7 $345.00, #9 $345.00, #10 $370.00 per
month for a 12 month lease. One 3-month parking
permit per apartment.
117 N. Main St. #7: One bedroom unfurnished
apartments located downtown. Laundry facilities.
Dishwashers. #7 $395.00 per month for a 12 month
lease. One 3-month parking permit per apartment.
128 W. Wooster #D: One bedroom unfurnished
apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER. Located above
downtown business. Resident pays electric/heat.
$285.00 per month for a 12 month lease. One 3month parking permit per apartment
709 Fifth St. #1-12: Two bedroom unfurnished
apartments. Two full baths. Dishwasher. #1-4
$495.00 #5-12 $525.00 per month plus all utilities
for a 12 month lease. Private Parking Lot.

801 Fifth St. #3: Two bedroom unfurnished and
furnished apartments with patios. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Private Parking Lot. $460.00 per month plus
electric & gas for a 12 month lease.
309 High St. #S&7: Two bedroom furnished and
unfurnished apartments. Has natios. FREE GAS
HEAT, WATER, SEWER. Private Parking Lot. Close to
campus. $525.00 per month plus electric for a 12
month lease.
824 Sixth St. #1,3,5,7,8t 8: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments. Very quiet building. Private
parking lot. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER.
$495.00 per month for a 12 month lease plus electric.
920 E. Wooster St. #2: Two bedroom furnished
apartments located across from Kohl Hall. FREE GAS
HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot. $715.00
per month for a 12 month lease plus electric.
1024 E. Wooster St. #REC RM: Two bedroom partially furnished lower apartment. Private parking
lot. FREE GAS HEAT, WATERS SEWER. $545.00 per
month for a 12 month lease plus electric.

NEWIWE
Rentals
332 S. Main
(our only office)

352-5620
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Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Alpha Gamma Delta
Great |ob at Bata, Larissa, Lindsay,
Angela, Jen and Alison!!
Alpha Qamma Delta

Subleaser for May-Aug. 1BR, great deal.
Call 354-9732, leave message.

Are you looking lor a summer job? Camp
counselors are needed at the YMCA-Suburban West Branch in Columbus, includes great hours, weekends off and free
membership if hired. For more information, call 614-276-8224.

Servers, gnll & fountain help. Now hiring
all positions. Apply anytime. Fnendly's,
1027 N Main.
SUMMER 2000
PUT-IN-BAY JOBS
Island Bike Rental, Inc.is looking for energetic enthusiastic students to work
at bike/golf cart rental
Competitive wages, year-end bonus.
Housing available.
CALL 419-285-2016
Summer babysitter needed for three children in our BG home, starting Mon., June
12th-August 18th. Mon-Fri, 8:15-5:00,
own transportation needed, please call
Linda at 352-0116 and leave a message.
Summer babysitter. Mon & Weds 9am4:30pm. $80 per week. Leave message,

Red 2-door Nissan Sentra 1989 Call 3536086.

Subleaser warned for a/c 2 bdrm apt. up
to 4 people. $1100 for 5/7-8/12. plus electric only. 6th St. 352-9568

BGSU CLASS OF 2000!
Enter to win a trip
tor 10 to Europe)
Enter at:
bgsu.eGrad2000.com

The BG New*, raoe* ihe nf hi to OWIint. daccrusnue
or revise any advert itemeni wch as thbM lound 10 be
defamatory. Uckuf, in factual baait, nutkadiiuj ot false
in nature All adverttirmeiiti are lubjeei lo edit.njj and
approval

Summer subleasers needed. Spacious 3
bdrm. house, 1st block of N. Enterprise:
greal porch, cheap; call 352-4768

Loft lor sale!
Buy one to keep, instead ol renting every
year! Very sturdy & tire proofed!
Best offer/price negotiable.
Call 372-5909 « ask for Erika

Campus Events
Attention Class of 2000!
•Class of 2000 Network
'Graduation Announcements
"Online Gift registry
'Real world guide
"Careers
'And a whole lot more
Log on now: ooau.eOrad2000 com
THE GAVEL ' GET IT ' THE GAVEL
Make sure you get your copy of
The Gavel today.
THE GAVEL ■ READ IT ' THE GAVEL

SENIOR WEEK STATS MONDAY!
Kick-off Carnival near Education Bldg
10:30-2:30 - met. bungee run, velcro wall
"Profession Development Day"
Panels al Olscamp, 5-6pm S 6:1S-7:15
Sponsored by Career Services
Watch fhe BG News for more details!
Worried atxxil pregnancy9''
Free Pregnancy Tests Confidential and
Caing 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.

Wanted
1 F. sublsr. needed tor summer house,
washer/dryer, central AC, own room. Call
352-5228 if interested

Personals
• Ara • AIA • Ara •
The ladies of Alpha Gamma Delta are
looking for 2 enthusiastic houseboys for
Fall 2000 Must be able lo work M-Th,
4-6pm. Free meal plan! If interested,
please call Kathleen at 372-3006
•Ara • Ara * Ara * Ara •
AXSl AXft AXS2 AXSi AXSJ
•AI"A

1 female subleaser for summer. Own
bedroom, $207.50/mo. Friendly neighbors. 353-4150.

1 -2 female subleasers needed for next
school year. 2 BR, 2 bath apt., close lo
campus. 1st month rent free, no down
payment. Call 372-6149.

A* Bell A*
Congratulations to Heather Cantor on her
lavaliering to Beta Brian Thomas I'm so
happy for you guys. I love you!
Love. «1 LIT

1-3 sublsrs. June 01 -Aug. 21. 815 8lh SI.
»5. 2 br., AC. DW, GAR. DISP. Newty remodeled, quiet, free water Call 353-2506
for details.

Ben

A*

FIRE LAKE CAMPER PARK

"'Miscellaneous help needed. Start immediately and through summer. Will work
around schedule. Call 353-0325.
"Cleaning people needed Start
5/08/2000 or sooner Call 353-0325.
4 peopiu needed to help graduate studenl
conduct telephone surveys. Work until finals. Flexible hours, mostly mornings and
afternoons about 10 hours per week. Administer surveys to students, you will not
be selling anything. Earn $5.50/hr. Call
Jay at 372-2605.
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA.
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com.
Accounting Clerk
Immediate opening for Perrysburg mfgr.
Full-time or possible part-time lor two
people. A/R and A/P daily duties. Send
letter of inleresl to PO Box 147,
Perrysburg, OH 43552.
Attention Class of 2000!
'Class of 2000 Network
'Graduation Announcements
"Online Girt registry
"Real world guide
'Careers
•And a whole lot more
Log on now: bgsu.eGrad2000.com
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
ALSO HIRING FOR
SUMMER POSITIONS
Part Time
Less than one block Irom campus
$6/HR STARTING PAY
4 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am-10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
D Shift: 4:30pm-7:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703

2 females to sublease house for summer,
828 5th SI. $237.50 * utils. Call collect after 5pm. 1-330-665-4110 or 352-9392.
2 subleasers needed ASAP. Own room.
Price negotiable. Across from campus.
Call 353-7258

8 acre lake-fish & swim!
Cabins!
Tenters Welcome!
Bike & Boat Rental

Female rmle needed ASAP. 12 mo.
lease, own room, $2207mo. Call 3541605.

13630 W.Kramer
Bowling Green

GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED!
Will pay cash. Call Rob 353-9399
Email: lrslane©hotmail.com

Babysitter needed for 3 yr old child in my
BG home. M-F. noon to 5:30. Musi be reliable. Please call 353-0002.

Great deal! Summer sublease, 1 BR, A/C,
walk-In closet, across from campus, nice,
new. $700/3 mos. 353-4450.

Babysitter needed. Looking for responsible person to watch 3 children in my
home 1 day/week, hours and days flexible. Pay negotiable upon interview. 419874-9048

1-888-879-2267
Mention this ad A get 10% off
4/15-5/23.

SSSSS«*«iSSSSS*****«SSSS

Needed ASAP-Anyone having interest in
organizing ProLiteon Campus. Please
call 352-9760 after 5.30pm. You can
make a difference.
ONE GRADUATION TICKET
to College of Arts and Science
9:30am Saturday ceremony.
Please call (419) 354-7285, wsl pay.

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

One subleaser needed for summer!
343 1/2 S Main-Great for
summer sessions, call 354-4426

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairvicw.
lbdrm. A/C. dishwasher/garbage

Help Wanted

1 -2 F. sublsr. needed for next school
year, Campbell Hill Apts. ASAP Only pay
1/3-1/4 of rent Call 372-4497 or 3534077.

The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would
like to congratulate Nichole Nester on her
engagement to Sigma Phi Epsilon
Greg Bowman.

A*

Rmte. needed for summer. Great apt.,
close lo campus Own room. Call Julie al
352-5479

Cable TV
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
'Leads provided
'Flexible hours
'Paid training
•Exceptional earnings
Set your own hours and work with the
professional direct sales team in the field
of cable TV. Commission, benefits and
more. Req.: valid driver's lie. w/good driving record, background check & drug test
Call 419-509-7179 and ask for Ron.

disposal. Start at $380.
Call 353-5800

Looking for a
summer job?

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios, I bdrm, laundry on site.
Starts at $250

Call 353-5800

/EJEfcCA

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St.
1 bdrm, A/C, dishwasher/
garbage disposal. REMODELED
Starts at $400
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Stop by our office
1045 N. Main St.
Tor complete listing,
or call 353-5800
http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca

0
0
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Unit leaders/Counselors
Managers for:
Program. Ranch, Waterfront,
Health Supervisor

BO

NEWS

iOWLINO. GREEN
^

Now on Cable Channel 6

*)>
_*

5:30 Live
Re-broadcast at
10:30 & 7:30am

Are you interested in a rewording a>
summer expenence in the ouf of
doors?
«

*> Girl Scouts - Great- Rivers Council. *>
Inc.. in Cincinnati has positions in our
0 resident/doy camp programs work- *^
^ ing with girls 7-17. Applicants must^
w
be 18* with strong leadership/com-"
0 munication skills. We offer competi- A
live salaries plus room and board.
*
^

Call [5I3)489-I025exl 155
emailatgstraub@grgsc.org

*
^

Girl Scoots

*>

Wood County' s
only LIVE local

^

« « * « «

Television news
source
j

HIGHLAND ^

,-£r! Great Rivers Coucil Inc.

Camp Wilson-West Central OH-seeks
summer staff for 9 wk. co-ed YMCA resident camp for children 7-17. Director positions and internships available in teen
leadership, waterfront, arts, trips, and
camp logistics Need counselors for outpost and canoe programs, horseback riding, and traditional camp. Experience in
camping, nature study, arts & crafts, waterfront activities and sports & fitness
helpful. Call 1-800-423-0427 or email
wiilsonl ©brightusa.com
CAMP STAFF
Resident camp for youth with diabetes.
Work one or two weeks. July 28-Augusl
19. General and special staff positions.
Call CODA 1-800-422-7946 or
1-614-486-7124 or email at
coda@diabetesohio.org.
Chancel Choir Director-Music Coordinator-tor First United Methodist Church of
BG. Starts in Aug. Salary based on
qualifications. Send resume lo 1506 E.
Wooster by May 1st.
Desk clerks needed for midnighl-8am
shifts. 3-4 shifts/wk avail. Some weekends. 352-1520, Buckeye Inn.
FITNESS/LEAGUE COORDINATOR
Fitness facility looking for individual with
or working towards a degree in related
field. Management experience preferred.
but not required. Knowledge ot existing
testing, presenption. and equipment
maintenance. Organization of leagues
and related programs, supervision of
fiiness personnel, good communication
skills. Please send resume to Holiday
Park Fitness Club, 27511 Holiday Lane,
Perrysburg. OH. 43551 or FAX
419-874-0850.
If you can throw down in the kitchen, if
you can hustle food & drinks. Jed's wants
you. Accepting applications for summer &
year-round. Part and full time Waitstaff,
minimum to start. Kitchen $8-$10/hr. to
start. Apply within. M-F after 3:00pm. 8721977.
JOB POSTING
Wood Co. Prosecutor's Youth Violence
Prevention Program 4S Coordinator
Position. Part-time: 20 hrs./wk Q $78.00/hr. HS diploma and own transportation a must. Additional education and
experience beneficial. Deadline 4/21/00.
Application 419-354-9250.
Lawn maintenance positions available.
Part and full time. Call Knickerbocker
Lawns. 352-5822.
Local Trucking Company Looking for
Summtr Drivers!
Are you 21 or over and want lo make big
S? We are looking for people who can
drive our dump trucks for the summer!
We will train! Some heavy equipment experience is necessary Give us a call ©
(419) 843-2813 or send resume to: HR
Dept., Driver, 3810 Herr Rd„ Sylvania,
OH 43560.
If you want to work this summer and
make S S S. call or write us!
Look great tor summer
Lose lbs & inches
100% safe, natural & guaranteed
1-888-800-6339-ex1.1230
www.well-ness qrg
Looking for a fun. fast-paced job? Call us
353-8705. Last week's top seller earned
$12.00 per hr.< S6.00mr. guaranteed. Full
& part time shifts avail.
Painters needed
Interior mostly, experience helpful.
Phone Don Butter 352-2707,
leave message.

• » *
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Painters Wanted
Have you painted for a student painting
company or other painting company? We
are looking for dependable, hard-working
& motivated people We are a year round
company looking for summer help. If you
have your own transportation & some
experience call 882-0564
for an application.
Paper route sub needed May 30-June 7
afternoons. 4 hrs-S40. Need dependable
car & some paid day training needed before. Call 352-4636
Part-time clerical position to assist in file
room of fast-paced, non-profit children's
menial health agency. Responsibilities include filing and maintenance of clinical records, appoinlment scheduling, and a variety of other secretanal tasks. Candidate
must possess strong organizational skills,
focus on accuracy, and have good "people* skills. Computer knowledge and typing a plus. Hours: 2pm until 9pm. Monday
through Friday. Pay range S8.65-S10.58
per hour. Send resume and salary
requirement to CRC, PO Box 738. Bowling Green, OH 43402. EOE.

354-7607.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY-lf you have a 3.0 GPA or higher,
and If you are a customer oriented parson, the Office of Graduate Studies In
Business might have a position available for you. Interested persons who
can work throughout the summer
months and into academic year should
call 372-2488.
Summertime work! Umpires needed!
Umpiring youth Baseball LeagueYou pick hrs! Contact Tim Dunn,
353-2918 evenings or Scott Siville
354-8149, for further info. Earn btwn
$15 4$60/night.
Take Ihe short drive down 25 to the cool
place lo work! Sufficient Grounds Perrysburg is hiring full or part time baristas
(coffee bartenders) for day or evening
shifts. Daytime food prep position also.
Good pay, much fun, and all the free coffee you can drink! Call 872-2780 for more
info.
Taking applicalions lor all positions Competitive pay. great summer work, apply in
person al Staples 1080 S. Main SI. Bowling Green 352-2376
Taking Classes this Summer?
Earn & Learn with UPSI
$3000 per year, tuition reimbursement
on any shift avail, from 1st day of employ
S8.50-S9.50/hour. Weekends & Holidays

Off 3-1/2-5 hour shifts
www.upsiobs.com
EOE.
Temporary apt. cleaners starting 5/6700.
$8.00/hr. Call John Newlove Real Estate
354-2260.

The BG News Is hiring Production
Artists for the 2000-2001 school year.
You must know Quark & Photoshop for
Ihe MAC. An understanding of good layout 4 design, fonts, scanning & Importing
photos is required Must have an eye for
detail and work well in a deadline oriented
environment. Pick up an application in
204 Wesl Hall
Deadline is Tues . April 25 at 5pm.
THINKING ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?
Advanced Personnel can help shape your
future whether you are graduating or still
a student. Working with our prestigious
corporate clients on break or when you
complete your degree will give you
corporate experience needed to get
ahead. We specialize in full time and
temporary placement in the
Chicagoland area.
888-A-CAREER
ADVANCED PERSONNEL
■icareereadvancedgroup.com
VAN DRIVER - part-time, summer position. Provide transportation to and from
social service agency. Must be between
the ages of 21-65, possess a valid Ohio
drivers license and an excellent driving
record. Salary $7.69 per hour. Submit resume to Children's Resource Center, PO
BJX 738, Bowling Green, OH 43402.
Wait Staff help needed. Must be at least
19 years old. Call Tanglewood Golf Club
at 833-1725.
Warm, fun-loving babysitter wanted for
my 9 mo. old daughter. About 25 hrsAvk.
Own transportation Call 2-2408.

For Sale
'89 white Nissan Maxima, V-6. Very good
condition. $3000. 353-9909, ask lor Maria.
For Sale: Trek 6500
Ridden Twice
$550 or best offer, 352-8739.
GE air conditioner, used 1 month, like
brand new. Need to sell. $200 or best ofler. Call 244-0333.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.
Loft for sale!
Buy one to keep, instead of renting every
year! Very sturdy & fire proofed!
Best offer/price negotiable.
Call 372-5909 & ask for Erika.
Ponliac Grand Am SE, 1990, 95K, original owner, lots of extras. Must sell.
$1,300 obo. Call Brian @ 353-5153.

130 E. Washington Slreel. Bowling Green

354-6036
COLLEGE STREET STOP
900 E. WOOSTER BOWLING GREEN OH 4>140*

•Grinders
•Calzones
•Gyros
'Salads
•Chicago Dogs
'Pizzas

Graduate Student Housing
Avail. Now & Fall
Jay-Mar Apartments

•
•
•
•
•
•

^fjMwt, 2 bedroom Apts.

fj8»]t
f

S475/mo.

-^*r<r-

'2 mo. lease

CAI
CALL 3 51-56 19
91/2 monti loose avaiable
Furnished & Unfurniried
803 - 815 8th St. / AvoiNow& Fall
COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!
$550/mo., 12 mo. lease

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

• Campus Shuttle
• Pool

Call 354-6036
From 9 - 5

Take a virtual tour at
«

www.wcnet.org/-Highland

,

/

BEU

352-1520

1 F. rmte needed for 2 Bdr. 2 story apt.,
S280/mth. ♦ 1/2 elec. Ridge Manor, Fall
2000-Spr 2001 Call Molly at 372-6316
1 subleaser needed May-Aug 00 Helluva
Pad! 1 bedroom 224 1/2 Troup Ave 353-

4933.
1,2,3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
1 -3 Female subleasers needed, $225 per
mo. + utilities. 4 bdrm. home on Wooster
directly across from McFall. Call 3722221 or email dhineObgnet bgsu.edu
12 month leases starting May 19th. 2000:
322 E. Court »4-1 Br.-I person$390. incl. all util.
322 E. Court »5-1Br.-1 person$420 met all util.
453 S Prospect »C-1 Br.-I person$360 . Gas/elec
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666.
2 bdrm. avail. June. $400. Spacious &
Quiet. Taeyon or Luc 353-3476,
taeyonk@bgnel.bgsu.edu.
2 bdrm. non-smoking, female oriented
apt. Furnished, utilities included.
353-5074, Kelly.
2 bdrm. 1002 Boone Cl. Unfum., 1 1/2
baths, air cond., wash/dry hook up, garage, yard, quiet, non-smoking, no pets.
12 mo. lease, grad student/prof, preferred. Avail. May/August. $720 plus util.
287-3306
2 bdrm house, 801 6th St. $525/mo. plus
util. 12 mo. lease. Avail. May. Call 6653084.
2 bdrm. unfum duplex, 117 1/2 E. Read.
1 bath, great storage, nonsmoking, offstreet parking & quiet, no pets. 12 mo.
lease. Avail. August. $485 plus util. 287-

3306.
2-4 subleasers needed for summer for
large 2 bedroom furnished apartment. Super choap rent Oil 3M 7-1S6
3 bdrm. unfum. 117 E. Reed. 2 full baths,
wash/dryer. Ig. kitchen, storage. Nonsmoking. 12 mo. lease, no pets. Avail
Aug. $720 plus util. 287-3306.
730 Elm Street. 2 BR, sec. dep., parental
guarantee, tenant pays util., 12 mo.
Lease $500/Month Avail. May 15. 2000
Call 352-2330 after 5 00 PM or 354 2854
F Subleaser needed ASAP lor May thru
Aug. Cheap rent, dose to campus, pay
only elec. & phone Jen O 353-1497.
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St.
gdhovOwcnet.org
Fall 2000/2001 354-9740
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/free heat.
W/D facil., AC, parking/walk-in closet.
rum. Renovated, quiet, no pets.
Housemate needed. Great place in country, Iflyedeugnyl.bgsu.equ/ 372-0582,
669-3170. Many amenities!
Looking lor a place to live?
www.housing101.net...
Your move off campus!
Subleasers needed ASAP for 2 bedroom
apt. close to campus. Call Nikkl 3725942.
Summer subleaser needed ASAP. 1 BR
apt. w/AC, on-site parking. $335/m negotiable, call Brandon at 353-8914.
Summer subleaser needed!
May-Aug. Own room.
$230/mo. Subleaser can keep security
deposit-$180! Call Justin 353-0379.
507 E. Merry Apt. »5
To sublet, large 2 bdrm. with lots of storage, AC, dishwasher, free spa privileges.
8th Sf. $450 plus util S dep. Leave message Jan 354-5400.
Two Bedroom
May-August subleaser needed
$380/mo. 4 FREE CABLE!!! 353-0558
WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS., 400 E. Napoleon BG. OH.
1 & 2 BDRM. apts. avail.
Call 352-9135.

HOMESTEAD

Dr. Novak
Welcomes you l
your yearly eye
exam Tuesday,
Wednesday, And
—y Thursday

CALL TODAY!

SEARS OPTICAL

•wckoy*

1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454
1 bdrm. apt. across from campus. Avail
anytime after June 1. for one year lease.
$300/mon . utilities Call (419) 893-1277,
evenings.
1 bdrm. apt avail. May 1st thru Aug or for
a full year. If interested call 353-8905.

IW E Wuhingion Street. Bowling Green. Ohin

WWW

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

"Rooms, eft. low as $215
326 Leroy-up, 1 bdrm $355
Apts. 316 E. Merry «5,1 or 2 bdrm.
$480 mo., AC, furnished
Summer & 1 sem. leases avail.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

For the Graduate Student
or Young Professional

Call to Schedule,
for Monday or N
Friday

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One ond two bedroom. A/C,
on-stte laundry, ceromc t*e,
soundproof construction skylights
dehwoshers. vaulted ceilings
From $450/mo

• Air Conditioning

<

Near Campus
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Summer Leases
Clean
Many Sizes

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom, laundry facilities
in bldg., ale, quiet
from $395/mo.

Check out the great 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. at Wlnthroi Terrace

352-9135

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

For Rent

' 1096 N. Main St. *D
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419 354-3005

)

(419) 354-6036

Check out these dellflhtful.
spacious 142 bedroom Apartments
• 2 blocks to downtown

• 1 block lo Posl Office
• Ceramic tile
• Sky lights in some units
• Energy efficient
• Quiet
• Some units w/ studies
• Central air/ gas heat
• Laundry
• Assigned parking

Call 354-6036

From 9:00 ■ 5:00 M-F

Take a virtual lour al:
www.wcnet.orK/-hJahland
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Earth Day comes to Bowling Green
By Laura Linek

SIGMA

UPSILON

The sky is blue and the grass is
green... and many people want lo keep il
thai way. April 22 marks the 13th anniversary of Earth Day, a day when people consciously make an effort lo protect the environment.
Senator Gaylord Nelson founded
Earth Day in 1970. He was troubled by the
environmental condition of the United
States and wanted lo make people more
aware of the pollutants that were harming
the environment. Nelson worked hard to
bring about awareness and as a result April
22 was proclaimed Earth Day all around the
nation.
Now Earth Day is celebrated in
cities everywhere.
According to the
Environmental Protection Agency, what
people do everyday in their homes, at work
or in the community affects the environment.
Some Bowling Green Slate

OMI;<;A

People should try everyday to keep the
earth clean," Bree Swatt said, a senior interpersonal communications major.

Protecting the environment can be
as easy as recycling or biking to work
instead of driving. Many things that are
taken for granted can often harm the environment.
"Just don't throw your stuff on the I
ground," Swatt said. "All you have to do is
put your trash in the trash and you are helping the earth."
Matt Walton, a junior business I
major strongly believes in keeping the earth
clean. "1 don't litter and I get mad at people who do. The earth was made for us, so
we should respect it."
Cities and towns all across the I
country hold Earth Day activities through- |
out the month of May. BGSU celebrated
Earth Day with an event on April 13, called
"Don't Drive Day." This day was held to
encourage students to drive less and to find
alternative modes of transportation.
Help protect the earth and the
environment on April 22. Recycle. Walk. |
Bike. Roller blade. Give a tree a hug.

Greek Stock brings peace love and unity
By Amanda Cleary

5fl

University students feel that it is important
to respect the earth and to keep it clean.
"Earth Day should be everyday.

This year's Greek Week theme
was "Greekstock 2000." The puipose
of Greek Week is unity and togetherness. It allows all Greeks in the
Greek community to come together to
support the Elizabeth Claser Pediatric
AIDS Foundation.
"It's a way for us to celebrate
Greek unity and support a good
cause," said Dave Foss of lambda Chi
Alpha.
Greek Week kicked off on
Sunday, April 2 with a golf outing.
The women of Pi Beta Phi sorority and
the men of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity were the winners.
There were various activities

I Mil

throughout the week, including the
exchange dinner, which was held on
Monday. Fifteen Greek organizations
participated in the dinner.
"It's a good way for us to meet
other Greeks and do something positive for the community," said Leslie
Voisard of Alpha Omicron Pi.
On Wednesday, homerun derby
took place at the intramural fields.
The sorority that won homerui'
derby was Alpha Omicron Pi and
Kappa Sigma for the fraternities.
Thursday many Greeks gathered at Harshman Quad lo check oul
and participate in ihe Chubby Bunny
contest.
Chubby Bunny is a contest lo
see how many marsbniallows you can

• Tips for Stress Relief
• Alpha Sig update

• Greek Decline

stuff in your mouth while still being
able to say "Chubby Bunny."
The winners of Chubby Bunny
were fraternities Sigma Phi Epsilon in
first place, Delia Chi in second and
Lambda Chi Alpha in third.
Following Chubby Bunny was
(he Lip Sync contest.
The gentlemen of Alpha Sigma I
Phi were ihe winners of this contest.
On Thursday there was Pie a
Creek and Friday there was a small
carnival held in Eppler Center.
The Greek Olympics were can-l
celled on Saturday due to the weather. |
"I feel that Greek Week has
increased my awareness of Greek
unity," said David Humphrey of
continued on page four

Benefits of Yoga
New USG officers
Outstanding People

SINCE YOU WON'T BE NEEDING
ALL THOSE BOOKS...

Spring book buy
back is here!
We pay top prices for used texts.
We also pay top wholesale prices for
editions no longer used on campus.
We have Bowling Green's largest
selection of BGSU imprinted
sportswear!
Personalized Graduation
Announcements available in 24 hours
(15 minimum).
Class of '00 Mugs and T-shirts
available.
Large selection of Alumni Apparel
and Alumni gifts.

353-7732
Hours:
M-F 9am-5:30pm
Sat. 9am-5:00pm

ffl P
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^^^^^^
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DM 2001 is off to a good start
B) Melissa Kimbler
While most participants of
Dance Marathon are still recuperating,
others are already on their feet to

much more to DM than just that week-

DM 2000's dircc tor of external rela-

end. Most people don't realize the

tions. "The executive members will
spend time reflecting on the year

effort that goes into it."
Before they return in the fall,
the executive team will speak with the

before. We receive evaluations [from
the year before] and those will l>e taken
into consideration as well. The execu-

ensure that DM 200I is another success.

DM belter."
Clowacki said, "Organizationwise people are really slipping up.

rently being selected to direct next
year's event.
One director and three assistant

People are doing more and more and

directors will he chosen. The three

thinking alxiul how they can be

assistant directors each specialize in an
area of DM s preparation, including

involved in DM."
She anticipates DM 2001

planning, internal and external rela-

fundraisers beginning as early as next
Dancers at Dance Marathon 2000

These positions will l>e filled

Overseeing fundraisers is one
duty of the executive council. They wil

lllebovy, the director of planning DM

conference for the Children's Miracle

aspects of DM including its organiza-

2000, they spend the summer "getting

Network in August. At the conference
the' executive meml>ers will meet with

tion, publicity, finances and set up. In
the fall, 12 committee positions will l>e

Other schools that participate in DM

filled to help the directors manage DM.
Applications for these positions will be

Then, according to Michele

the ball rolling."
"There's a lot of behind the
scenes o|ieratious that exist that most
people don't realize. It was really neat
to sec that," said Hlebovy. "There's so

and exchange ideas.
"Most of the summer is spent

spend next school year overseeing all

continued on page four

brainstorming", said Aileen Glowacki,

Yoga reaps positive benefits
By Sara Gfigsby

Feruerstein also spoke of Yoga

her back.
"I originally started to help my

therapy, "Yoga therapy aims at the
holistic treatment of various kinds of

back problems,"said Kodriquez, "I

daily lives many people don't know

psychological and somatic dysfunc- ,

wanted to help others loo."

where lo turn.

tionfs ranging from back problems lo

When stress lakes over our

Class, work, relationship - and
several other factors contribute to the
hectic lives of college students.
Alcohol and other drugs are
negative ways students relieve stress.

emotional dislress." he said.
Yoga is mainly known for its

This is when she became an
instructor by the recommendation of a .

friend.
"Yoga gives you totally relief."

mental benefits. If performed properly
and consistently. Yoga can relieve

said Kodriquez, She believes that it's
best lo do Yoga ihree limes a week and

Few consider the healthier alternative,

chronic stress and muscle strain.
It relaxes the mind and the

good old-fashioned exercise.

body, centers attention and sharpens

age.

There is a new lype of exercise
emerging called Yoga. Yoga has been

concentration.
These can be quite beneficial lo

and 20 years old can take Yoga and

in our society for several years now, but

individuals under high stress, such as

it is just now being taken seriously.

college students. The lesser-known

for everyone," said Rodriquez.
Many health clubs offer Yoga

benefits are the physical benefits.
Yoga is used as therapy for a

class the instructor must be certified in

number of conditions. It corrects pos-

Yoga.

In the past Yoga has been associated with alternative medicine and
alternate religions. But people are

it doesn't matter your fitness level or
"People who are 65 years old

have the same amount of flexibility, it's*

classes, but in order lo lie called a Yoga

Other locations offer classes

finding that it is an excellent way to.

ture and strengthens the spine, eases

relieve tension and tone muscle.

back and joint pain, increases stamina,
improves digestion and circulation,

thai apply similar techniques. The

founder of the Yoga Research and

improves heart conditions and breath-

Toledo, Ohio offer Pilates. Pilales con-

Education Center, Yoga originated in

ing disorders, boosts immune response,

India and is one of it's oldest traditions.

decreases cholesterol and blood sugar

centrate on flexibility and strengthening. Yoga is relaxing to the mind and

and encourages weight loss.

the Uxly and is a proven stress reliever.

According lo George Keuerslein,

"Traditional Yoga is primarily
concerned with personal transcendence

Ilnliiii fiodriquez. Power Yoga

on the part of a "normal" or healthy

instructor at the YMCA in Maumee,

individual," said Feuerstein.

Ohio started a Yoga program lo help
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Campus environmental group takes action
The group meets every Tuesday at 9:00l'm in
University Hall room 210. They discuss current
issues that affect the general public that could be
prevented. In
fact most |
of Ihe
issues
they dis-1
cuss
affect us
right
here in
Bowling
Green.

By Dave Roth
As we continue into ihe 21st Century, there
is growing concern and increased awareness among
society about controversial environmental issues.
In a world which is depleting non-renewable
resources and giving off pollution at a record pace, it
becomes increasingly important to give thought to
our well being rather than simply corporate profits.
On the campus of Howling Green, there is a
group that concerns itself with these issues and tries
to spread awareness to the public.
The Environmental Action Group, better
known as EAG, has been around for several years
now and is a recognized and influential group that is
partly funded by the University.
These dedicated environmental volunteers
are close to 50 members strong on campus and still
growing.
Greg Kutsko, member of EAG believes that
the main concern of the organization is to raise
awareness and to show people that there are better
ways of doing things.

We all

w

Freshman Ryan Uehlein throws

remem- away h'8 tra"h
ber earlier this year when EAG was strongly
involved in the debate over the Universities consideration of signing a contract with Coca-Cola. EAC
protested the contract under allegations that Coca-

(Greek Stock continued from page one)
of Kappa Alpha Order.
On Sunday, to end Greek Week, Spring Awards were held in Olscamp lo recognize chapters as well as individuals on their accomplishments.
The winners of the Greek Week Spirit points were announced. The most spirited sorority
this year was Delta Zeta and the most spirited fraternity was Alpha Sigma Phi. This year's
Greek Week Champions were the women of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and the gendemen of
Lambda Chi Alpha. Congratulations! And congratulations to all those individual and chapters
who won awards!
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Congratulations and a job well done to
the graduating seniors on The Gavel
staff!
Erika Daggett-Broadcast Journalism and Sociology
Kristen Balas-English and Women's Studies
Kelly Cline-Telecommunications
Laura Linek—Journalism
(Dance Marathon continued from page three)
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Cola Company did not strictly follow it's recycling
obligations.
One current issue that the group is now dealing with, is called the "dirty jobs boycott".
It is a national pledge campaign in which
workers pledge not to work for companies who are
unnecessarily polluting the environment.
Sophomore environmental policy major, and
member of EAC Diana Colob said
"It is important to give back to the community. We take so much for granted, and I believe we
should be obligated to give back to the environment,
not just take from it".
Indeed it is very important to concern ourselves with the ways in which we will continue to
use up resources.
Groups like the EAG, help to make sure that
we make wise decisions about using our resources
and keeping our environment healthy.
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available in September.
"I really learned w!.al dedication is," said Glowacki, who
worked an average of four nights a week on DM.
She said that working on the executive council also
helped to strengthen her management skills.
Those interested in l>ecoming members of the steering
committees are welcome lo apply next fall.
"We are looking for someone who has a clear vision lo
move DM in bigger and better directions." said Aaron
Asmundson, advisor for DM 2000. "DM has grown so much over
the pasl five years, and we need lo ensure that we have good student leaders who take it further.
There are no formal prerequisites, but interviewers will
ask individuals what their previous experience wilh DM is.
In addition, they will like lo know how they plan to benefit'DM and how their involvement with DM will benefit ihem as
an individual.
In ihe fall the following committee positions will be open:
morale, dancer relations, catering, special promotions, marketing,
entertainment, communications, event management, public relations, alumni relations and finance.
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Greek numbers declining
By Cory J McCartney
Looking around the Greek community it's an easy conclusion to make that numbers are down. Some houses are having difficulties filling their houses, while others cant! even obtain a
house because of their low numbers.
It's happening in Bowling Green State Universities fraternities and sororities, but ills also happening throughout the
nation, from campus to campus.
At Michigan State their numbers have plummeted 50 per
cent in the 90's alone, according to Billy Molasso, MSU's coordinator for Greek Life. At Illinois the average chapter size in 1991
was 65 members, but as of spring 1999 that number has dwindled to 50.
Gary Bonas, a motivational speaker who recently spoke at
Oho University asked Greeks to recognize what he calls 'mental
scatomas' or blind spots and eliminate them. He sited that
because of the Greek communities inability lo ebminate these
scatomas there has been a nation-wide decrease in Greek membership, ranging from 5-10 per cent throughout the country.
Bonas also pointed to a greater importance in studying
and time management as reasons for this decline. The rise in students with divorced parents and less money to spend on outside
organizations are also key points in underclassmen's desire to not
'go Greek.'
Bonas said, "Their needs to be an improvement in leadership and time and risk management skills before we can expect
out numbers to improve."
The numbers at BGSU have also followed the national
trend, but John Mundorf the vice president of membership development thinks things will change.
Mundorf said 'The reasons are obvious for this decline,
and they've been stated time and time again, such as hazing and
our grade point average. However the decline is on its way up,
we're turning the corner. With national or local programs chapters are implementing, chapters are trying to change their image.
Better days are sure to come."
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Alpha Sig success at Spring Awards
/(

"It's hard being after Beta, trying to get
a large attendance, but we were excited about
At this years Spring Awards banquet,
it." Harmon said.
the brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi made another
The Alpha Sigs dodge ball philanstrong showing, receiving the silver level of the
thropy took place on Sunday April 16th at the
Chapter Excellence award along with Kappa
Perry Field House.
Alpha Order.
The winners were Alpha Phi in the
The Alpha Sigs also won a variety of
sororities and Beta Theta Pi taking the honors
individual awards and other chapter citations.
for the fraternities.
Steve Swaggerty, senior
The Alpha Sigs are also
education major and curlooking to promote alcohol
rent Inter-fralernily Council
awareness among the other
president won the award for
Greek letter organizations by
the Greek man of the year.
taking a night off and helping
Junior Nick Gresko
out other Greeks with an allwon the community service
Greek B.A.D.D. (Brothers
award, and senior Mike
Against Drunk Driving) driBeals won the award for
A few roud
Creek sportsman of the
P
brothers of Alpha
ver program.
year.
Sigma Phi
"We are looking to promote
Greek unity, and make other organizations
Matt Harmon, vice-president of Alpha
more alcohol aware by taking steps to prevent
Sigma Phi said, "We did exceptionally well
drinking and driving." Harmon said.
again the year at spring awards, but now we
The Alpha Sigs will be on call on
need to focus on our philanthropy."
Thursday, April 20th from 10:30 P.M. until
The Alpha Sigs were geared up for
2:30 A.M. Any one who is in need of a desigdodge ball, which raised money for Canine
nated driver may call 372-2959 and ask for the
Companions, which supplies the blind with
li.A.D.D. driver.
seeing-eye dogs.
This year marked the first year the
Alpha Sigs will attempt the philanthropy, after
last year's Tripod sled races.

Bowling Green's Most Complete
Dining and Entertainment Establishment
AflW
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By Jennifer Ozello

Melissa Buxbaum-Alpha Omicron Pi
Bowling Green State University for its support and
I.ast year's Greek Week assistant stepped up
this year to Income the Panhellenic Council's Creek
unity chair for 200(1 and was awarded by a week full
of successful events. Melissa Ruxbaum, a senior of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, wanted to lie involved
again in Greek Week.
"It's a wonderful event, 1 love to see Greeks
uniting on campus," she says.
Huxbaum is a Sport Management major from
Canton, Oh. When she first got involved in Greek
Week, she wanted to see participation increase from
previous years. She also wanted to find a charity to
be able to donate the proceeds to, something that
hadn't been done in the past. This was accomplished in the form of the Elizabeth Glaser Pedialric
AIDS Foundation.
"Changing the format around was definitely
our biggest accomplishment. All the money was
going to the charity," Buxhaum says.
Buxbaum was in constant contact with Joel
Goldman, the Elizabeth Glaser Foundation's
University Liaison. Buxbaum was able to solicit
plenty of help from the Foundation, including public
relations siip|H>rt and a short video featuring Scott
Wolf of Party of Five. On the video. Wolf praised

gave a background on the foundation.
Buxbaum says that, "It (Greek Week) was a
wonderful experience getting to meet new people
and know that a little bit of what I did made a difference for the charity. It was also really gratifying to

see people walking around in the Greek Week Ishirts."
Buxbaum has also been very involved with
her sorority, Alpha Omicron Pi. She held the position of Risk Management Chair for two years. She
was also responsible for educating the chapter on
various risk management policies.
Buxbaum savs that having a position inside
her sorority is much different than having a position
on Panhel.
"hi your sorority, you know what's going on.
In Panhel, you don't know what is going on with
other chapters and you have to learn to work with
people you don't know," she says.
Buxbaum believes she is a good leader
because she is assertive and very organized.
"I have a lake charge attitude, if something's
not getting done, I'll step up and do it." she says.
This summer, Buxbaum is interning in St.
Petersburg, Fl with a minor league baseball team,
the St. Petersburg Devil Rays, a division of the
major league Tampa Bay Devil Rays. When she
graduates, she would like to work in this same kind
of situation for a major league baseball team.

Tim Pollard-Sigma Phi Epsilon
This month's Greek Week events were very
successful due in large part to Tim P'ltlard, the
Interfraternity Council's Greek unity chair.
A member of Sigma Phi Fpsilon fraternity,
the junior Management Information Systems major
from Hamilton, Ohio wanted to get involved in the
Greek system outside of his own fraternity.
He decided that Greek Week was a good outlet to do just that.
When Pollard first got involved with Greek
Week, his goal was to raise as much money as possible for the Elizabeth Glaser Pedialric AIDS foundation.
"I also wanted to see more involvement
throughoul the campus lhan in previous years, " he
says.
Pollard saw his goal come to life as Greek
Week raised more money this year and had more
Greek students involved.
Pollard says that, "Overall, participation and
enthusiasm increased."
Other than Greek Week, Pollard has also
been very involved with his fraternity.
He has been ihe pasl academics chair and is

currently the Vice President of Communications.
His current position includes taking records
for the chapter and communicating with nationals.
He is also involved in Golden Key National Honor

Society, Order of Omega Greek Honorary Society
and Beta Gamma Sigma, a Business Honorary
Society.
Holding positions within a Greek organiza-

tion is a lot different than holding a position on IFC.
Pollard notes that, "Within my fraternity, it's
a little easier because you know everybody. It's
more difficult to l»e on IFC because you have to get
to know people, but it's also fun and you make a lot
of new friends."
Pollard believes that he is a good leader
because he lakes all opinions into account before
making decisions. He says lhat he doesn't like lo
make decisions without consulting as many people
as possible.
"I feel more confident that way, " he says.
This summer. Pollard will lie interning at
Owens-Coming in Toledo, working in their
Information Systems Department.
When he graduates, be would like to gel a
job in anolher state where he could make a decent
living.
"I want lo gel out of Ohio, I've been here
long enough, " he says.
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Finding ways to cope with stress
/ft. Elaine Downard

get stress relief. Try hitting the rec- a sauna can !>e a
beautiful thing- or just stretch out your muscles for a
few minutes.

Each professor wants an eight to ten page
paper, you still have that special final project that
you have not started, and you can't seem to l>e able
to get out of any of your exams scheduled for that
first week of May. Welcome to college my friend,
hut worry not for you are not alone.
The end of the semester always is a little
rough, but add on the fact that you need to start
packing up your room or apartment to move out for
the summer, and this time of year gets downright
nasty. Well, here are a few suggestions to help you
out.
Break up long tasks and study sessions with
easier tasks or fun little nonsense activities, such as
a water balloon fight with your friends.
Plan ahead! If you know that there is an
assignment that will take a large amount of time to
During exam week, the school work builds up
do, try to do it over several days, it just might turn
along with the stress.
out lietter.
Do not procrastinate, and try to avoid allWhen the going gets tough, the tough need to

USG under new leadership
recent Bush and Moby Concert held here
at Bowling Green State University.
Popovich and Nieto are already
planning to establish a better evaluation
This past year. Undergraduate
process for academic advisors, help to
Student Government president, junior
increase academic scholarships, increase
Clint Gaull did an outstanding job represtudent organizational funding, enhance
senting the student body. Now it is time
the orientation process and increase
to say goodbye to Gault and vice presiGreek involvement.
dent, senior Christie Chipps and welcome
"We want to work with the Greek
the new president and vice president.
After a grueling campaign, juniors community to provide the opportunity for
sororities and fraternities to interact with
Marcos Popovich and Rebecca Nieto won
first year students through panel discusas the new USG president and vice presisions and other types of activities," said
dent, respectively.
Popovich, an ethnic studies and interperGault, a political science major,
sonal communications major.
will miss being a part of USG, but will
"Marcos and I are not going into
look forward to having more time on his
USG to change it," said Nieto, an interhands.
personal communications major. "We are
"Ever since freshman year I have
going in to help it grow and build upon
not had time for my classes because I
what the past presidents have done."
have been involved in so many things. "1
Popovich and Nieto have already
plan to spend more lime on my classes so
been transitioned and were swom in on
that I can put myself in a better position
April 17 during a general assembly for
to help others in the future." Gault said.
This summer, Gault will be intern- USG. They look forward to working with
the student body to do what ever it takes
ing with Senator George Voinovich, and
to ensure the best representation of the
then plans on attending law school after
campus.
graduation next year.
"Marcos is a phenomenal leader
Gault and his staff were responsiwho is incredibly committed to getting
ble for supplying an off campus shuttle
route, extended bbrary hours, reorganizing things done," said Nieto. "Some people
are talkers, Marcos is a doer."
USG as a whole and contributing to the

By Nici Sams

nighters. l.ack of sleep only puts more stress on your
body, and dial can lead to getting sick or, worse,
major under- eye baggage.
Grab a friend. Take a walk around campus.
Check out the nice weather.
Take a night off and watch a movie. Make
re it has plenty of gratuitous fighting scenes with
some skin thrown in for good measure. Suggestions
might be "Goonies", "Austin Powers", "I/>st Boys",
"Mortal Kombal" or "Backdraft."
Reruns of TV shows from the sixties and sev■nties are readily available- find someone with cable
ind take a half hour break.
If all else fails, take an unplanned trip home,
or to a nearby friend's home. Non- campus food and
a night away from your notes are always a good time.
Go shopping. Try CD shopping, or look
around for a new set of rollerblades.
And always remember, long, hot showers and
cat naps can go a long way.

Williams Selected to Lead
Journey of Hope
This summer Darrell Williams, a student at Bowling Green State
University, will be leading a mission to raise awareness of the needs of people with disabilities. He has been selected as a crewmember for the '2000
Journey of Hope', a cross-country bicycle trip on behalf of people with disabilities.
Darrell is part of a 60-man team made up of meml>ers of Pi Kappa
Phi Fraternity. They are joining forces to pave the road for a better understanding of people with disabilities. From San Francisco to Washington,
D.C., the Journey of Hope team will be cycling from city to city, bringing
the message of 'Push America' in unique and inspiring ways.
Push America was founded by Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity with the
intention of improving the lives of people with disabilities through service,
volunleerism, education and awareness. Push America is a private, nonprofit organization that has served the needs of people with disabilities
across the U.S. for more than 20 years. Since its founding. Push America
has received more than 83 million raised by collegiate members of Pi

Kappa Phi.
Darrell and the rest of the 2000 Journey of Hope team will be providing dozens of presentations on campuses and in communities helping
others understand the issues facing those with disabilities. After cycling
. an average of 75 miles each day, the team will take part in many presentations and special events, often meeting with those who they're riding for.
In addition to raising awareness, the Journey of Hope will raise
more than 8300,000 for future educational projects and programs. The
team members raise much of this money; Darrell must raise a minimum of
$3,000 to qualify for the Journey of Hope.
Anyone interested in "Going the Extra Mile" by making a taxdeductible donation to Push America on l«-half of Darrell Williams should
contact him at (419) 372 3630.
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